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Abstract
In the ocean, low frequency acoustic waves propagate with low attenuation and cylindri-
cal spreading loss over long-ranges, making them an effective tool for underwater source
localization, tomography, and communications. Underwater mountains, or seamounts, are
ubiquitous throughout the world's oceans and can absorb and scatter acoustic energy, offer-
ing many interesting acoustic modeling challenges. The goal of the research performed in
support of this thesis is to measure the acoustic scattered field of a large, conical seamount
at long-range, and reconcile observations with 2-D range-dependent acoustic models, for
the purpose of understanding the effects of highly range-dependent bathymetry.
The Basin Acoustic Seamount Scattering Experiment (BASSEX) was conducted to mea-
sure the scattered fields of the two seamounts which form the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount
Complex in the Northeast Pacific Ocean during September and October of 2004. The exper-
iment used fixed and ship-deployed acoustic sources transmitting m-sequence signals at 68.2
and 250 Hz carrier frequencies, with 35 and 83 Hz bandwidth, respectively. The receiver
was a towed hydrophone array with 3 m sensor spacing, cut for 250 Hz. BASSEX is the
first experiment to measure acoustic arrival patterns in the scattered field of a seamount
at many locations at sound path ranges of order 500 km, utilizing a rich bathymetry and
sound velocity database.
Convergence zones in the forward-scattered field of seamounts at long-range are ob-
served, created by higher order mode coupling and blockage. Acoustic ray arrival angles,
travel times, and amplitudes show good agreement with parabolic equation (PE) acous-
tic modeling results inside the forward-scattered fields; in particular, simulated results are
fairly accurate for weak surface-reflected-bottom-reflected acoustic rays. The width of the
forward-scattered field is shown to span the projected width of a seamount. Temporal co-
herence of ray amplitude inside a seamount scattered field could not be determined due to
array movement issues, and should be the focus of future research to determine the stability
of scattered acoustic rays for applications such as acoustic tomography.
Robust adaptive beamforming methods are used to process hydrophone array data
gathered in the BASSEX experiment. Non-stationarity in the observed noise field caused
by array fluctuations and data acquisition system malfunctions motivate the use of a time-
varying Capon adaptive beamformer, and strong acoustic harmonics from ship operations
motivate the use of a frequency and steering angle dependent white noise gain constraint. In
an effort to process snap-shot deficient data sets, the novel physically constrained maximum
likelihood (PCML) beamformer was further developed and applied. By using orthonormal
trigonometric eigenvector bases to determine the maximum likelihood spectral covariance
matrix, the PCML beamformer computational efficiency is significantly increased.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Basin-scale acoustic propagation in the ocean has been utilized by tomography and teleme-
try systems to measure ocean properties and to monitor natural and man-made acoustic
activity. Environmental variability in the ocean - e.g., caused by internal waves' -has been
shown [4],[5] to affect the acoustic multipath structure of transmitted signals. This thesis
investigates the effects of bathymetric range-dependence and environmental variability on
low frequency acoustic propagation in long-range waveguides.
Acoustic propagation in range-dependent ocean waveguides has been studied in sev-
eral contexts. The Heard Island Feasibility Test [6] demonstrated that phase-coherent
acoustic transmission is possible over multiple ocean basins. The Acoustic Thermome-
try of Ocean Climate (ATOC) experiment [7],[8],[9] investigated acoustic mode amplitude
temporal coherence and arrival pattern variability due to natural phenomena for acoustic
transmissions across an ocean basin. Acoustic scattering by the Dickins Seamount was
investigated [10],[11], and demonstrated acoustic shadowing by a seamount for a short-
range waveguide. Despite this work, and due to the complexity of the problem, acoustic
propagation around seamounts is still not well understood for long-range ocean waveguides.
1.1 Hypotheses
This thesis validates three important hypotheses. First, that 2-D acoustic models can
predict acoustic ray travel time, arrival angle, and amplitude in the forward-scattered field
of a seamount at long-range; model accuracy will be investigated and acoustic paths will be
1Internal waves cause variability in the sound velocity profile.
identified where possible. Second, that convergence zones [12] exist in the forward-scattered
field of a seamount at long-range behind the seamount. Third, that the computational
efficiency of the physically constrained maximum likelihood (PCML) beamformer [13] is
increased using orthonormal basis functions to model the array spectral covariance matrix,
and that this method can be applied to the data supporting this thesis to improve array
resolution to interpret the forward-scattered field.
To prove these hypotheses the forward-scattered fields of ocean seamounts are investi-
gated at long-range using experimental and theoretical data. The performance of the PCML
beamformer is evaluated using simulated and real hydrophone array data from the BASSEX
experiment, and to measure the seamount acoustic scattered field, the PCML beamformer
is applied to data records with non-stationary noise environments and/or are corrupted by
data acquisition system malfunction.
1.2 Experiment
The data supporting this thesis comes from the Basin Acoustic Seamount Scattering Ex-
periment (BASSEX) of 2004, which was designed to study the scattered field of the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamounts in the Northeast Pacific Ocean. Acoustic arrival patterns were mea-
sured in the scattered fields of the seamounts on a 400-800 km range scale inside the
seamount forward-scattered fields to investigate acoustic multipath structure. Bathymetry
measurements were obtained using a swath echosounder and sound velocity measurements
were obtained using expendable bathythermometers (XBT). The Five Octave Research
Array (FORA) [14], provided and operated by Pennsylvania State University, is a towed
hydrophone array with 64 sensors cut for 250 Hz (3 m spacing), which was used to measure
acoustic arrival patterns. Moored and ship deployed acoustic sources transmitted pseudo-
random sequences (m-sequences) on 68.2 and 250 Hz carrier frequencies, with 35 and 83 Hz
bandwidth, respectively. Random timing errors in the data acquisition system precluded
accurate travel time measurement. BASSEX is the first experiment to measure broadband
acoustic modal coupling 2 at many locations inside the forward-scattered field of a seamount
at ranges of order 500 km.
2 Modal coupling is a transfer of acoustic energy between modes.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The overall goal of this thesis is to investigate modal coupling in the forward-scattered
field of a seamount and determine the accuracy of acoustic modeling codes to understand
the impact of environmental variability and bathymetric range-dependence on long-range
acoustic propagation. The specific objectives supporting the overall goal of this thesis are
described in Sections 1.3.1-1.3.3.
1.3.1 Convergence Zones
The effects of environmental variability and ray chaos [15] on acoustic propagation - e.g.,
modal coupling and arrival pattern broadening - increase with range. Natural convergence
zones widen and dissipate in range, spreading acoustic energy fairly evenly throughout the
water column at long-range [16]. The Dickins Seamount experiment [10],[11] examined
acoustic shadowing at short-range where narrow, well defined convergence zones exist. This
thesis demonstrates the formation of refracted and reflected convergence zones, by mode
blockage and coupling, inside the forward-scattered fields for two isolated, conical seamounts
at long-range.
1.3.2 Range-Dependent Acoustic Modeling
Range-dependent acoustic modeling codes are qualified for the long-range ocean environ-
ments investigated in this thesis by reconciling simulated results with measured acoustic ray
arrival angle, travel time, and amplitude gathered inside the seamount forward-scattered
fields. The complex bathymetry of a seamount is particularly challenging to model accu-
rately due to strong range-dependence, 3-D diffraction/scattering, geoacoustic inhomogene-
ity, and environmental variability.
Ray trace model results generated with range-dependent Ocean Acoustical Ray-Tracing
Software (RAY) [17] are used to identify and reconcile measured acoustic ray travel times
and arrival angles. The inherent high frequency eigenray approximation to the acoustic
field made by ray trace algorithms results in arrival patterns which are very sensitive to en-
vironmental inhomogeneity and variability. Parabolic equation (PE) approximation model
simulated results, generated using the Range-dependent Acoustic Modeler (RAM) [18],[19],
are used to reconcile measured acoustic ray amplitudes, travel times, and arrival angles.
The PE method models 2-D diffraction around a seamount and is not as sensitive to en-
vironmental uncertainty, compared with the ray tracing method. RAM uses the Padd
approximation [20] method, which reduces phase error inherent to the PE model for high
angle acoustic propagation.
1.3.3 Adaptive Beamforming
Strong, spatially dependent acoustic interference in the ocean lowers the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of acoustic transmissions and the probability for detection of acoustic rays. Time-
varying, adaptive Capon and PCML beamformers are developed to increase array spatial
resolution and SNR to detect and estimate the parameters of acoustic rays in the presence
of strong interference. The PCML beamforming algorithm is applied to improve array
spatial resolution in non-stationary noise environments. Some BASSEX data sets show
significant array orientation changes over time and data drop-outs; these issues increase
Capon beamformer sensitivity and bias the wavenumber-power estimate. With real and
simulated data, the PCML beamformer provides robustness to snap-shot deficiency, and
higher resolution compared with the Bartlett beamformer.
1.4 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 provides an overview of previous work, basic sound propagation principles of
the open-ocean and around seamounts, a detailed description of the BASSEX experiment,
and a review of the numeric acoustic modeling techniques used to support this thesis. This
chapter also establishes the nomenclature and provides the relevant background material
necessary to interpret the processed data presented later.
Chapter 3 describes the observational methods used to process the available BASSEX
data and presents the transmitted signal characteristics, source position, and source clock
timing data.
Chapter 4 reviews discrete-time array processing methods and develops the Capon
beamforming algorithm used to process the available BASSEX data. This chapter estab-
lishes a data processing algorithm which yields accurate travel time estimation and noise
suppression for acoustic rays using a hydrophone array.
Chapter 5 presents the PCML beamformer and develops an efficient implementation,
which is then applied to the available BASSEX data. Simulated data are used to measure the
array gain, sensitivity, and beampattern characteristics of the PCML beamformer. BASSEX
data are used to verify that the PCML beamformer performs with real array data and to
compare its performance with the Bartlett and Capon beamforming methods.
Chapter 6 investigates the scattered field of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts using
the available BASSEX data. The ambient noise field is carefully examined, and measured
multipath arrival patterns are reconciled with ray trace and PE acoustic model simulated
results. Horizontally scattered acoustic energy is also presented; however, numeric models
which can efficiently handle 3-D range-dependent environments at 250 Hz are currently
unavailable, and ray path reconciliation is not attempted.
Chapter 7 provides conclusions and discusses future work.
Chapter 2
Background
Seamounts are a ubiquitous bathymetric feature in the world's oceans. The effects of
seamounts on acoustic propagation are of interest in applications such as tomography and
telemetry systems because they scatter acoustic energy and can affect transmission between
a source and receiver. Physical experiments to date have focused on acoustic transmission
loss in the forward-scattered field of seamounts at long-range [21],[22],[10],[11], and do not
provide sufficient analysis of acoustic multipath structure to demonstrate strong modal
coupling by seamounts, or to qualify range-dependent acoustic modeling codes.
This chapter provides a review of previous work relating to the topics discussed in
this thesis, to motivate the current research and to provide context. Relevant background
information regarding underwater acoustic propagation in the ocean and the effects of range-
dependence are presented to establish the nomenclature and interpret experimental results.
Section 2.1 will explore the previous physical and theoretical experimental results relating
to this thesis. Section 2.2 discusses known methods by which sound propagates in the
ocean and around seamounts to lay the groundwork for understanding experimental results.
Section 2.3 provides a description of the BASSEX experiment. Section 2.4 reviews the
numerical modeling techniques supporting this thesis. Section 2.5 discusses the approach
used to reconcile experimental data with simulated results.
2.1 Previous Work
2.1.1 Experimental Approach
One of the first experiments which studied sound propagation around seamounts was re-
ported by Northrop [21] in 1970. This study measured propagation loss in the 5 to 180 Hz
band using underwater explosions on and above the sound channel axis, and hydrophones
located at SOFAR depth on the Wake and Midway Islands. The results showed that, except
for several bathymetric windows with sill depths near 4 km, the Hawaiian Arch and Mid-
way Island completely shadowed acoustic signals. Acoustic shadowing inside bathymetric
windows was measured up to 35 dB, and shown to be frequency independent.
Nutile and Guthrie [22] reported an experiment conducted near Midway Island in 1979
designed to study acoustic shadowing by seamounts; acoustic path lengths were 0(1600 km).
The study reconciled acoustic data from explosive charges, in the 8 to 300 Hz range, and
from a continuous wave (CW) source at 14.65 Hz, with ray trace modelers. The CW
source allowed for the continuous measurement of transmission loss over latitude, while the
explosive charges allowed for discrete travel time and arrival pattern measurements. The
results showed individual ray path blockage by seamounts. Missing from their study was
information on sound velocity structure and bathymetry of the area.
In 1982 Ebbeson and Turner [10] used experimental results and ray tracing to measure
the scattered field of the Dickins Seamount in the Northeast Pacific Ocean; maximum sound
path lengths were about 130 km. The experiment used a fixed vertical hydrophone array
between 323 and 633 m depth, and a 230 Hz CW ship deployed source towed at 18 and
184 m depths. They showed that the acoustic energy inside the shadow zone can drop as
much as 15 dB, compared with that of the field outside the shadow zone, and that the shape
of the shadow zone corresponds roughly to the projected width of the seamount. When the
source was 3 to 5 km from the peak, back-reflected signals were observed, and when the
source was less than 3 km from the peak, enhancement was observed. When the source was
deployed at 18 m, the seamount blocked deep refracting acoustic energy and only surface-
reflected-bottom-reflected acoustic energy with a low number of reflections were observed
in the forward-scattered field. When the source was deployed at 184 m, most of the sound
energy was confined closely to the sound channel axis and propagated over the seamount
peak. The BASSEX experiment measured acoustic scattering by seamounts for sound paths
of much longer range where strong modal blockage and coupling occur.
Chapman and Ebbeson [11] gave results from a short-range experiment that measured
the scattered field of the Dickens Seamount. This study used explosive charges at 24
and 196 m depths and a fixed vertical hydrophone array between 323 and 633 m depth
to measure acoustic shadowing. Measured data was compared to the Medwin-Spaulding
model [23] of seamount shadowing and laboratory experiments with a scale model of the
Dickens Seamount. Acoustic shadowing of 10-15 dB was shown for the shallow source depth.
Examination of the data revealed that diffracted waves which passed over the seamount
through rough-surface forward scattering and diffraction were the dominant pulse in the
seamount shadow zone.
The Heard Island Feasibility Test (HIFT), reported by Munk et al. [6], showed that
phase-coherent acoustic transmission could be achieved between a ship deployed source
array southeast of Heard Island in the Indian Ocean, and bottom-mounted vertical line
receiver arrays in every ocean except the Arctic. This experiment was a prerequisite to the
ATOC experiment. Noted issues in the experiment include the identification and stability
of individual features in acoustic arrival patterns. Munk suggests stable acoustic multipaths
caused by tomographic features, such as seamounts, could be used to provide temperature
information along additional paths; this has not been realized to date.
Wage [8] analyzed data from the ATOC experiment, where a source moored on the
Pioneer Seamount transmitted a signal to vertical line arrays in Hawaii and Kiritimati at
ranges of 3515 and 5171 km, respectively. She showed that the Pioneer Seamount was re-
sponsible for weak, late arrival signals in the receptions, and that modes 1-10 have temporal
mode peak amplitude coherence of about 5.5 min. Wage also investigated the effect of a
downsloping bathymetry on mode propagation from a source near the bottom, and showed
that a slope greater than 4 deg caused variability in lower order modes and arrival patterns
at a range of approximately 50 km. Temporal mode amplitude coherence could not be
investigated in this thesis because the required signal duration and sensor positioning were
not available.
2.1.2 Theoretical Approach
Seamount scattering over long-ranges has been studied theoretically using a variety of meth-
ods. Generally, a complex waveguide is broken into finite regions, inside which the Helmholtz
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Figure 2-1: Amplitude of the first 1000 modes using a cylindrically symmetric waveguide
containing Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount bathymetry and sound velocity data gathered dur-
ing the BASSEX experiment (figure is from Hyun Joe Kim, MIT, PhD Thesis).
equation can be solved numerically. The size of these regions and the size of the waveg-
uide affect accuracy and computation time. Methods which model the acoustic field in
range-dependent waveguides include wavenumber integration, ray tracing, normal mode,
and parabolic equation approximation. Ray tracing and the parabolic equation methods
will be discussed in further detail in Section 2.4.
Pierce [24] introduced the adiabatic approximation to the coupled normal mode ap-
proach. The adiabatic approximation requires that no energy be transferred between higher
and lower order modes from one range step to the next. Pierce showed that when the range-
dependence in the waveguide is sufficiently weak, the adiabatic approximation provides
accurate results.
Evans [25] used the stepwise coupled mode procedure to investigate how seamounts
scatter low frequency ambient noise. A cylindrically symmetric seamount model was used,
which had the general characteristics of the Dickens Seamount. It was shown that the
seamount served to remove energy from steep angles through bottom interaction, but not
necessarily through mode coupling.
Figure 2-1 shows the amplitude of the first 1000 vertical modes at 250 Hz, generated
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with a PE code, in a typical 2-D waveguide transecting one of the seamounts investigated
in this thesis. The seamount is located at 440 km in range. Modal cutoff and transfer
of energy to lower order modes is evident on the left hand side of the seamount, and a
repopulation of higher order acoustic modes is evident on the right hand side.
Larsson and Abrahamsson [20] applied Helmholtz and parabolic equation modelers to a
benchmark 2-D shallow water seamount problem. A wide-angle Claerbout parabolic equa-
tion modeler was used, supporting propagation angles less than 36 deg. For the soft bottom
case, results showed that the two methods agree. Energy propagates nearly adiabatically
since sound impinging upon the seamount is absorbed. As the bottom becomes stiffer,
modes couple, rays become steeper, and the parabolic approximation method breaks down.
Larsson and Abrahamsson concluded that high-angle parabolic equation codes, such as
those which employ the Pade approximation, would solve this problem; the RAM model
supporting this thesis uses the Padd approximation.
Harrison [26], [27] provides analytical methods for determining horizontal propagation
paths and shadow zone boundaries around conical seamounts. Munk and Zachariasen [2]
showed the two mechanisms for coastal scatter to be specular reflection from steep cliffs
and Bragg scatter from a rough sea floor. They also showed that seamounts horizontally
repel acoustic energy from deep water. Horizontal diffraction effects of a seamount were
not separable in the available data supporting this thesis due to array conical ambiguity.
Taroudakis [28] modeled a seamount as a set of superimposed rings, where each of the
rings is a range-independent waveguide; this method yields numerically unstable results.
Inspired by Taroudakis, Eskenazi [29] modeled a seamount with cylinders, of decreasing
diameter, stacked one on top of another. He used a Direct Global Matrix approach, devel-
oped by Schmidt [30], for numerically modeling the size of the acoustic perturbation zone
around a seamount, for a point source. His method offered better numerical stability than
Taroudakis' approach. The results from Eskenazi's work show that a perturbation zone ap-
pears behind seamounts and fans out with boundaries on each side tangent to the seamount
and passing through the source. The perturbation zone can contain regions of higher or
lower acoustic energy than the region outside of the zone equidistant from the source. Es-
kenazi also showed that the perturbation zone "heals" itself at a far enough distance behind
the seamount. The scale of the BASSEX experiment is too large to implement Eskenazi's
approach effectively.
Recently, Luo [31] presented a normal mode acoustic modeler which was fundamentally
identical to Taroudakis' method, without high-frequency modeling, waveguide size, seabed
composition, and seamount geometry limitations. He showed that the N x2D method is
a poor approximation for modeling the 3-D effects of a seamount. Unlike parabolic equa-
tion methods which usually only model in one direction, his method can be used to treat
problems with significant backscatter. The method presented by Luo is computationally
intensive, especially at 250 Hz, and is not used to reconcile data supporting this thesis; the
computation time is even worse for broadband acoustic modeling.
2.2 Underwater Acoustic Propagation Principles
This section will briefly present some of the current understanding of sound propagation in
the ocean to interpret the available data supporting this thesis. Section 2.2.1 discusses basic
acoustic propagation principles in the open-ocean and describes the characteristic arrival
pattern observed in the BASSEX results. Section 2.2.2 presents an understanding of the
scatter field of a seamount using canonical environmental models.
2.2.1 Open-Ocean Acoustic Propagation
Sound waves travel for great distances in the ocean because they tend to travel along the
Sound Frequency And Ranging (SOFAR) channel, or minimum sound speed axis, only
incurring cylindrical spreading loss. The SOFAR channel axis is formed from temperature
and pressure differences in the ocean. Sound velocity in water is primarily affected by
temperature, salinity, and hydrostatic pressure. Typically, sound velocity is higher in deep
water, and deep diving acoustic rays, with longer path length, tend to have shorter travel
times than shallow acoustic rays.
Snell's law governs wavefront propagation, and is given by
cos 0
-- =p (slowness), (2.1)
where c is the medium velocity, 0 is the horizontal angle of the wavefront, and slowness, p, is
the reciprocal of the horizontal phase speed of an acoustic wavefront through the medium.
As a plane wave passes into a medium of slower sound speed, its angle of attack increases
to match phase velocity with the plane wave in the faster medium to satisfy the normal
displacement boundary condition.
The acoustic field in the ocean can be represented as a sum of orthogonal normal modes
which meet the pressure-release boundary condition at the sea surface, and stress/displacement
boundary conditions at the sea floor. The acoustic field can also be represented as a sum
of acoustic rays which are governed by the eikonal and first order transport equations;
this is a high-frequency approximation method. These methods will be discussed futher in
Section 2.4.
A typical flat-bottom, open-ocean propagation arrival pattern contains ray groups, the
number of which increases with range from the source. Ray groups, for a temperate climate,
consist of four rays. The first and third rays arrive from below, and the second and fourth
rays arrive from above. The first ray is the steepest, fastest ray, and leaves the source
traveling downward. The second ray is shallower and travels an additional half cycle relative
to the first ray, and also leaves the source traveling downward. The third ray travels only
slightly shallower than the first ray, and leaves the source traveling upward. The fourth
ray is only slightly shallower than the second ray, and leaves the source traveling upward.
It is noted that the towed hydrophone array used in the BASSEX experiment has conical
ambiguity, and therefore cannot differentiate between upward and downward traveling rays.
Figure 2-2 shows a time front generated using the RAM model to simulate BASSEX data
recording jd264093326Spicel for a range-independent ocean waveguide. The sound velocity
profile was an average of XBT casts between the source and receiver and the receiver range
was 574 km. The direct path travel time is subtracted from the observed travel time to
determine reduced travel time.2 The fronts are everywhere normal to the rays and identify
where and when a pulse can be detected in depth. The upward traveling rays travel normal
to fronts with positive slope, and the downward going rays travel normal to fronts with
negative slope. The rays which travel the deepest, in the fastest water, arrive first. This
figure shows the typical accordion pattern seen in open-ocean time fronts caused by rays
becoming progressively shallower in time. The time beyond 4 sec is referred to as the finale
region.
1Data file labels in the BASSEX data set start with the Julian day, hour, minute, and second the data
was recorded (e.g. day 264, hour 09, minute 33, second 26), followed by the words "Spice," "Kauai," and
"L1000," which indicate which acoustic source transmissions were measured.
2Reduced time = travel time - range/sound speed.
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Figure 2-2: Time front generated using the Range-dependent Acoustic Modeler parabolic
equation approximation code for BASSEX data recording jd264093326Spice. The sound
velocity profile was an average of XBT casts between the source and receiver and the
receiver range was 574 km. Normalized transmission loss is given in dB.
2.2.2 Seamount Scattering Theory
Seamount bathymetry greatly affects sound propagation through reflection, diffraction,
and absorption. A simplified view of seamounts is to treat them as cylindrical objects
in the ocean. A plane wave traveling through the ocean is blocked by the seamount,
but propagates undisturbed everywhere else. Christian Huygens (1629-1695), the Dutch
physicist-astronomer, hypothesized that every point on an advancing wavefront can be
treated as a spherically spreading point source in an isotropic medium [32]. In the far-field
(radius2/wavelength), or Fraunhofer Region, beyond the Fresnel distance [33], the pertur-
bation in the acoustic field from the seamount will be small compared with that of the
original plane wave.
Figure 2-3 shows the shadow zone of a sphere which, as a gross simplification, has some
of the expected features of a seamount shadow zone. Under this assumption, the Poisson
Cone begins at 589 km; shown in Fig. 2-3, the Poisson Cone is the region between the deep
shadow zone to the Fraunhofer Region. The deep shadow region directly behind the sphere
is a region of high transmission loss, the Fresnel/penumbra region is partially shadowed by
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Figure 2-3: Geometrical shadow zone regions for a spherical scatterer, where ka > 1 and
m = ( ka) , from Sengupta et al. [1].
the sphere, and the lit region contains strong direct, open-ocean propagation energy.3 The
deep shadow and penumbra region will be used to define the forward-scattered field of the
Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts in Chapter 6.
Clearly defined convergence zones4 form due to varying sound velocity. Over long-
ranges, convergence zones tend to widen in range, because of differing modal group ve-
locities, and transmission loss becomes fairly uniform with depth; this increases seamount
ensonification and thus the scattering effect. At long-range, a subset of higher order modes
will "skip" over the seamount undistorted, forming strong refracted convergence zones, and
bottom-bounce reflected acoustic energy will create strong reflected convergence zones in
the forward-scattered field of a seamount.
Figures 2-4(a) and 2-4(b) show RAM acoustic pressure level results using a canonical
model of the measured sound velocity and bathymetry of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount,
where the source transmits a 250 Hz signal at a depth of 750 m. Figure 2-4(a) shows
the acoustic pressure for an absorptive bottom to demonstrate the formation of refracted
convergence zones in the forward-scattered field. Figure 2-4(b) shows the difference between
3 The other regions are not relevant to this thesis, considering the range scale of the BASSEX experiment;
the reader is referred to Sengupta et al. [1] for a complete description of this figure.
4 Convergence zones, first reported by Hale [12], are areas of high sound intensity formed by deep diving
sound paths, and typically occur every 50 km in the deep ocean.
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(b) Reflected forward-scattered field.
Figure 2-4: Pressure level, given in dB re 1pPa, inside the forward-scattered field of the
Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount. Results are generated using the RAM acoustic code, for a
canonical bathymetry and sound velocity models derived from measured data, at 250 Hz.
The top plot is generated using an absorptive bottom. The bottom plot is generated by
taking the difference of the complex pressure between absorptive bottom and reflective
seamount results.
the pressure field for a waveguide with an absorptive bottom and for a waveguide where the
right hand side of the seamount is reflective. This figure shows acoustic energy reflected off
the left hand side of the seamount inside the forward-scattered field, and demonstrates the
formation of significant reflected convergence zones.
Seamount Side Scatter
Munk and Zachariasen [2], in an effort to advance acoustic tomography research, investi-
gated the refraction around islands and seamounts, with an emphasis on the dispersion of
sound waves in shallow water. From this paper, and drawing upon equations presented in
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Harrison [26], Munk [34] provides the graph in Fig. 2-5 showing horizontal ray paths and
phase speed around islands and seamounts. The refractive effects of the seamount decrease
with its shoal depth Zo, but increase with propagation angle, or mode number. The fig-
ure shows some horizontal diffraction suggesting acoustic energy will eventually fill-in the
shadow zone behind the seamount at long-range. During the BASSEX experiment the con-
ical ambiguity of the hydrophone array made it difficult to separate horizontal diffracted
acoustic rays from axial acoustic rays in the forward-scattered field.
2.3 North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory Experiment
The North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory Experiment (NPAL) is an ongoing experiment,
funded by ONR, to study sound transmission behavior over long distances in the ocean.
After the ATOC demonstration, ONR began sponsorship of NPAL; ATOC showed that
a small number of acoustic transmitters and receivers could adequately characterize tem-
perature changes across an entire ocean-basin at ranges of 0(5000 km). In 2004, NPAL
was funded to conduct the SPICEX, LOAPEX, and BASSEX experiments. All three ex-
periments were coincident upon each other and ran between September and October of
2004.
Two acoustic transceivers were moored prior to the experiments, south of the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamount Complex in the central Pacific Ocean; the Kauai Island, Hawaii acoustic
source, moored earlier in support of previously performed experiments, was also utilized.
Two automated vertical line arrays (VLA's) were also moored before the experiments.
The VLA's were designed to listen to the moored sources and to ship-deployed sources.
Tables 2.1-2.3 5 describe each of the sources used during the experiments [35].
Two ships were used during the experiments, the R/V Roger Revelle and the R/V Melville.
The R/V Melville carried an acoustic transceiver; this transceiver was deployed at stations
across the Pacific Ocean and transmitted m-sequences, specified in Table 2.2. The R/V
Roger Revelle towed the FORA hydrophone array, cut for 250 Hz (3 m sensor spacing), and
discussed in Section 2.3.6.
5Phase modulation angle is chosen such that the processed signal has no self-clutter in the time domain;
.e., tan2 0o = L, where 0o is the phase angle and L is the length of the sequence.
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Figure 2-5: Acoustic ray paths (left) by islands and seamounts, and phase speed (right),
taken from Ocean Acoustic Tomography, Munk et al. [2].
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Figure 2-6: Temperature profiles from XBT casts during the BASSEX experiment plotted
versus latitude.
2.3.1 SPICE04
The SPICEO4 (SPICEX) experiment was designed to measure ocean "spicyness," a term
referring to salinity and temperature fluctuations which mimic ocean internal waves; these
fluctuations add randomness to the sound velocity profile of the ocean, altering sound
paths. SPICEX measured ocean spicyness between the moored sources and VLA's. Figure
2-6 shows an example temperature profile of the Pacific Ocean from data gathered during
the NPAL experiment to help understand ocean spicyness.
2.3.2 Long-range Ocean Acoustic Propagation Experiment
The Long-range Ocean Acoustic Propagation Experiment (LOAPEX) was designed to study
the evolution of the acoustic arrival pattern with range, understand acoustic energy trans-
mission below critical depth, and observe the effects of bottom interaction on sound prop-
agation. The experiment used the source deployed by the R/V Melville, which moved to
each station, shown in Fig. 2-7, and transmitted m-sequence signals. VLA's deployed for
the SPICEX experiment were also used during the LOAPEX experiment to listen to the
signals arriving from the R/V Melville and to the source off-shore of Kauai Island.
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Figure 2-7: Location of sources used in the BASSEX
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Table 2.1: Kauai Source
ATOC/NPAL Kauai Source
center frequency
cycles/digit
digit length
sequence length
sequence period
sequence law
artifact location
sequence initialization
phase modulation angle
sequence repetitions transmitted
transmission duration
source level
latitude
longitude
depth
distance to Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount
75
2
26.6667
1023
27.2800
34718
474
10008
89.2092150
44
1200.3200
195
22020.949360'
159034.195440'
811
2,253
Hz
msec
digits (degree 10)
sec
sec
dB re 1 pPa at 1 m
N
W
m
km
.. ... .. I . .............. - ...............
center frequency
law [octal]
cycles/digit
sequence period
digits
phase modulation angle
source level
depth
Table 2.2: LOAPEX Sources
68.2
2033
2
30.0882
1023
89.2092150
194-195
350-500
75
2033
2
27.2800
1023
89.2092150
195
800
Hz
sec
dB re 1 pPa at 1 m
m
Transponder Latitude N Longitude W Depth (m)
T50 33 030.8154'N 138 012.5010'W 5176
T250 33 052.1868'N 140 019.3794'W
T500 34 0 14.9304'N 142 052.9500'W 5366
T1000 34 051.8502'N 148 016.8078'W 5286
T1600 35 0 17.1366'N 154 056.9982'W
T2300 35 0 18.7638'N 162 038.8782'W 5868
T3200 34 038.9092'N 172 028.3722'W
Table 2.3: SPICEX Sources
HLF-5 Acoustic Sources
center frequency
cycles/digit
digit length
sequence length
sequence period
sequence initialization
phase modulation angle
sequence repetitions transmitted
transmission duration
source level
distance to Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount
distance to Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount
250
(Sl)
(S2)
12.0000
1023
12.2760
10008
89.2092150
11
135.0360
192
616.8
503.9
msec
digits (degree 10)
sec
sec
dB re 1 pPa at 1 m
km
km
Source Sequence Law Artifact Location Latitude Longitude Depth
S1 20338 531 340 16.03'N 143 01.02'W 774 m
S2 34718 474 34053.35'N 148024.48'W 738 m
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Figure 2-8: Ship track of the R/V Roger Revelle during the BASSEX experiment.
2.3.3 BASSEX
Data recorded during the BASSEX experiment included array hydrophone acoustic pres-
sure, multibeam echo sounder bathymetry, and XBT temperature profiles. The array was
towed along geodesics which transected the seamounts and the desired sources to mea-
sure the length of the perturbation zone behind the seamount. The array was also towed
perpendicular to these paths to measure the width of the perturbation zone behind the
seamount. Forward scattering was measured by towing the array behind and directly over
the seamounts, relative to the source.
Figure 2-8 shows the ship track of the R/V Roger Revelle during the BASSEX experi-
ment. Notice the ship traveled along a path which follows the sound path of acoustic waves
from source S2 to the Kermit-Seamount Complex at 39 N, 146 W. It will be shown in
Chapter 6 that measured acoustic arrival patterns from source S2 are more reconcileable
with models than are those from source Si; this is because sound velocity measurements
were not gathered near the sound path connecting to source S1.
2.3.4 Bathymetry Data
Bathymetry measurements of a seamount are necessary to facilitate accurate numerical mod-
eling. Current bathymetric databases were reviewed before and during BASSEX, including
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Figure 2-9: A top-down view of raw multibeam bathymetry of the Kermit-Roosevelt
Seamount from the sea surface.
the Smith-Sandwell bathymetry database [36], version 8.2, and the General Bathymetry
Chart of the Ocean (GEBCO) [37]. Databases were useful as a guide for positioning the ar-
ray, but the ship's echo sounder revealed significant error in seamount height measurements,
justifying bathymetry data collection.
Bathymetry measurements taken during the experiment were made using the R/V Roger
Revelle's EM120 Multibeam Swathbathymetry Echo Sounder. The EM120 operates at 12-
kHz, uses 191 beams covering up to 150 deg, and has a swath width of about 30 km for
a 5 km water depth. An echo sounder works by transmitting a signal and measuring the
time it takes to detect an echo. The EM120 uses a flat hydrophone array to measure
signals at different angles to obtain a swath bathymetry measurement. Figure 2-9 shows
the raw multibeam bathymetry gathered around the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex,
and Fig. 2-10 gives an isometric view.
2.3.5 Expendable Bathythermometers
Temperature, pressure, and salinity affect sound velocity in the water. In the Pacific Ocean
during the summer, warm temperatures near the sea surface increase the sound velocity and
create a minimum sound speed axis about 700 m deep. Below about 1000 m, temperature
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Figure 2-10: An isometric view of multibeam bathymetry of the Kermit-Roosevelt
Seamount.
is relatively constant and hydrostatic pressure increases sound velocity linearly with depth.
Accurate sound velocity information is necessary over the entire sound path to reconcile
experimental results with simulated results.
XBT's are torpedo shaped weights, with a temperature sensor and spool of data trans-
mission wire, which are dropped into water to measure the temperature profile. An XBT
was cast every four hours during the BASSEX experiment. Data from XBT casts, as well
as salinity data, are used to determine ocean spicyness and the sound velocity profile of the
ocean. The relationship between temperature, depth, salinity and sound speed is given by
[38]
c = 1449.2 + 4.6T - 0.055T 2 + 0.00029T 3 (2.2)
+(1.34 - 0.01T)(S - 35) + 0.016z.
Sippican T-5 XBT's, capable of ±0.1oC and 65 cm accuracy, were used throughout most
of the BASSEX experiment to gather temperature data. Figure 2-11(a) shows an example
temperature file from a typical XBT cast, and Fig. 2-11(b) shows the sound velocity profile
derived from the temperature data.
The Munk sound velocity profile is typically used to model the actual profile of the
ocean during the summer. The canonical Munk summer sound velocity profile is given
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by [39]
C(Z) = cmin [1 + 6(y + e-7 - 1)], (2.3)
where
7 = 2(z - caxis)/B, (2.4)
and B=1.3 km, e = 7.4 x 10- 3 is a perturbation coefficient, cmin is the minimum sound
speed, and caxis is the sound channel axis depth. Figure 2-12 shows the BASSEX XBT cast
sound velocity profiles, and a fitted canonical sound velocity profile derived from Eq. 2.3.
Sound velocity above caxi, is modeled with E = 21.1 x 10-3; higher E in the main thermocline
indicates a higher temperature gradient than expected.
2.3.6 Five Octave Research Array
The FORA array is a towed 162 element nested hydrophone array developed by Penn-
sylvania State University and the Chesapeake Science Corporation. Hydrophones are non-
linearly spaced to create sub-apertures designated by ultra-low, low, mid, and high frequency
bands, corresponding to cut frequencies of 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz respectively. The
FORA array has an array gain of approximately 18 dB at 250 Hz and 13 dB at 75 Hz, and
w w I - I - - W '. , " - -:::.:.... .............. .... .  . . .. ..... ................ ..  . ."
is 32 wavelengths long at 250 Hz. The sampling rate of the array is 6.25 kHz. Non-acoustic
sensors (NAS) inside the array measure heading, pitch, roll, depth, and temperature for
orientation and positioning. The tow speed of the array was 3-4 knots at a target depth of
300 m throughout the experiment. The tow cable is a 950 m long armored cable containing
optical and copper wire for information and power transfer. A drogue was used for drag to
ensure proper interelement spacing. Figure 2-13 shows the FORA hydrophone array sensor
spacing. The array was operated by a team from Pennsylvania State University, led by
Kyle Becker. Becker [14] reported buoyancy issues with the fluid-filled array which were
presumed to be addressed before the experiment.
A number of issues have been discovered with the hydrophone array system. An error
in the data acquisition system source code introduced a random, uniformly distributed 0-
0.25 sec delay, and there was no timestamp available to determine the amount of delay.
The data acquisition system suffered from short data drop-outs, due primarily to CPU
overusage. A small number of sensors did not function. The array did not appear to be
neutrally buoyant, and consistently changed orientation and shape during data recording.
The missing timestamp at the start of each data recording made acoustic ray identifi-
cation difficult because observed data could not be directly correlated in time with numeric
simulations. Data drop-outs associated with CPU overusage increased the sensitivity of the
Capon beamformer used to process array data, and was addressed by increasing robust-
ness parameters; the PCML beamformer was applied for recordings with significant data
drop-outs. Non-functioning sensors reduced the size of the ultra-low section of the towed
array to 63 sensors, which were uniformly spaced; this did not appear to have a significant
impact on array performance. Array movement fluctuations resulted in spatial smearing,
and beamformer mismatch was addressed by implementing time-varying adaptive filtering
algorithms. Processed data were rotated in angle to adjust for the measured pitch and
orientation of the array.
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Figure 2-13: Five Octave Research Array hydrophone sensor positions.
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Figure 2-14: SPICEX source depth for source S1.
2.3.7 SPICEX Source Position
The SPICEX sources were tethered to the sea floor throughout the experiment. The sources
experienced drift due to ocean current, and acoustic transducers were placed on the sea
floor around the sources to measure their position. The difference between the reported
and actual source location is accounted for when processing the BASSEX data in order to
achieve accurate travel time calculations.
Figures 2-14 and 2-15 show the measured source depth of SPICEX source Si1 and S2,
respectively. The median source depth for source S1 was 773.6 m, and the median source
depth for source S2 was 737.9 m; spikes in depth data are attributed to transducers tem-
porarily losing lock on the source. Variations in source position are attributed to tidal cycles
and changing water current in the ocean.
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Figure 2-15: SPICEX source depth for source S2.
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2.4 Numerical Modeling
Acoustic modeling is a useful tool used to predict how sound propagates in ocean waveguides
without the need for costly, time consuming experimentation. Some waveguides have simple
solutions and match real world experimental results. Take, for example, a point source in
an infinite half space. The solution to the acoustic field can be solved using the Helmholtz
equation and the result is exact. Treating complicated range-dependent waveguides has
only recently become possible through the use of high performance computer technology.
2.4.1 The Helmholtz Equation
The wave equation, derived from the equations for conservation of mass, Newton's 2nd Law,
and the adiabatic equation of state, is the basis for many acoustic models, and is given by
1 a2p(t,X)
c2 t ) V 2p(t, x), (2.5)
where p(t, x) is pressure in time and space, c is the wave speed of the medium, and V2 is
the Laplacian operator. Applying the Fourier transform to the wave equation in the time
domain leads to the Helmholtz equation, given by
[V2 + k2 (r)](r, w) = p(r, w), (2.6)
where 0(r, w) is the displacement potential in range and radial frequency, and k(r) = t is
the wavenumber. This transformation allows for efficient modeling of narrow-band signals,
and is the basis for the wavenumber integration, normal mode, and parabolic equation
acoustic modeling techniques. In a homogeneous medium, the solution to the Helmholtz
equation is given by { (A/r)eikr
(B/r)ekr
and is an example of a Green's function consisting of an incoming and outgoing plane wave.
Generating a solution to the Helmholtz equation becomes very difficult as the spatial
dimension of the problem increases. Having a depth-dependent sound speed and a changing
bathymetry add two dimensions to the problem, and makes finding an exact, analytic
solution nearly impossible for most cases. One approach used to work around this problem
is to divide a continuously varying waveguide into finite regions, inside which the exact,
or an approximate, solution to the acoustic field can be generated. The solution in each
region is then coupled with the solutions in adjacent regions and propagated throughout
the waveguide. This is typically referred to as the finite element approach.
2.4.2 Ray Tracing
Ray tracing is a modeling technique which assumes the solution to the acoustic field is the
sum of an infinite number of ray paths, along which sound travels, which vary in amplitude
and phase. This technique is fast and can provide great insight into long-range acoustic
propagation problems. There is some debate over the ability of ray tracers to handle bottom
interaction accurately, which this thesis will help resolve.
Ray tracers seek a solution to the Helmholtz equation for a point source at location x,,
given by
V 2p + - = -6(x - x,), (2.8)
c2 (X)
in ray series form, given by
p(x) = eiwr(x) ,(x) (2.9)
(iW)n= o
where r(x) is the travel time along a wavefront at position x. When Eq. 2.9 is applied, the
first term in Eq. 2.8 can be expressed as
2 A _ 22VA 2  V 2Aj (2.10)
n=O n=O n=O
Equations 2.9 and 2.10 can be substituted back into the Helmholtz equation. Separating
terms of the same order Lw gives the following eikonal equation, of O(w 2 ), and lower order
transport equations:
0(w2) : IV7r 2 = c- 2(x),
O(w) : 2VT. VAo + (V 2 7)Ao = 0, . (2.11)
O(w l- ") : 2VT VA + (V 2 7)A = -V 2 A,_1, n= 1,2,...
Ray trajectories can be computed by solving the eikonal equation, and ray amplitude can
be computed with the first transport equation. 6 Figure 2-16 shows the ray paths generated
6 Chapter 3 of Jensen et al. [16] discusses and solves the transport equations.
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Figure 2-16: Ray paths radiating from a point source at 750 m below sea level with a sound
channel axis at 1000 m. The red paths show the upward and downward 12 deg ray path.
with this method for a point source 750 m below sea level with a sound channel axis at
1000 m.7 Only rays leaving the source at an absolute angle less than 12 deg are plotted.
Note the convergence and shadow zones that form as a result of the non-uniform sound
velocity profile of the ocean. In this example, the limiting rays are defined as the rays
which form the boundary between the convergence and shadow zones. Eigenrays are rays
which connect a source and receiver.
The Ocean Acoustical Ray-Tracing Software, or RAY, program, written in 1992 by
James Bowlin et al. [17] for the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, is used to reconcile
data from the BASSEX experiment. The RAY program is a ray tracer code that can
handle range-varying sound velocity profiles and bathymetry. Most notably, the RAY code
smooths sound velocity and bathymetry data between samples to eliminate false turning
point caustics.
2.4.3 The Parabolic Equation Approximation
Parabolic equation methods use an approximation to the Helmholtz equation to dramat-
ically improve computational efficiency. There are a variety of approximation techniques
7 The ray trace code used to generate this figure was the version used in Jensen et al. [16].
, ; - I.. .. ....
available, including the Clarbout and Padd approximation, which affect the accuracy of the
parabolic equation acoustic modelers.
The parabolic equation approximation method starts with the Helmholtz equation for
an isotropic-density medium, in cylindrical coordinates, given by
a2p(r, z) 1 op(r, z) ( 2p(r, z 22z)
+ + ko~np(r, z) = o, (2.12)Or2  r Or Oz2
where ko = w/co is the wavenumber and n(r, z) = co/c(r, z) is the index of refraction.
Assuming the solution is of the form
p(r, z) = (r, z)H 1 (kor), (2.13)
and applying the asymptotic approximation for kor > 1, given by
H (1 (kor) - ei(kor 4), (2.14)0 /Trk 0 r
and applying the paraxial approximation, the standard parabolic equation is given by
_<) 02<)
2iko -+ + k2(n 2  0 1) = O, (2.15)
Or 5z 2
which can be reduced to
= iko n2 - - 1 (2.16)Or k Oz2
Equation 2.16 is exact within the limits of the far-field approximation, and is the basis for
many of the parabolic approximation methods available.
The current research supporting this thesis uses the Range-dependent Acoustic Modeler,
or RAM, written by Michael Collins, of the Office of Naval Research (ONR), for use by the
Navy. RAM uses the split-step Padd approximation; Collins et al. [18], [19] presents a split-
step Padd method which gives high numerical accuracy and efficiency in range-dependent
waveguides as compared with other parabolic approximation methods, addressing the issues
presented by McDaniel [40]. The split-step Pade approximation solves Eq. 2.16 in range-
dependent waveguides using the update equation
p(r + Ar, z) = exp(ikoAr) 1 + 1 + ,X (r, z), (2.17)
j= 
1
where X is related to the term under the square-root in Eq. 2.16; the scalar terms aj, and
-,n can be solved using parallel processors to improve computational efficiency.
2.5 Summary
This chapter provided a brief review of previous work regarding seamount scattering, pro-
vided known underwater acoustic propagation theory, explained the BASSEX experiment,
and explained computational acoustic modeling techniques used in this thesis. The next
chapter will discuss the methods utilized to process data from the BASSEX experiment.
Chapter 3
Observational Methods
Both hydrophone array data and non-acoustic sensor data are utilized to measure direction-
of-arrival (DOA), signal strength, and travel time of acoustic rays. The challenges of ob-
taining high SNR results include removing the effects of Doppler shift, array motion, noise,
and data acquisition errors. This chapter develops the methods used to analyze and process
data from the BASSEX experiment.
Munk et al. [34] motivates the use of broadband signals to measure the impulse response
of the ocean over long-range. Data processing and analysis concepts presented in this chap-
ter include the sonar equation, transmission loss, pulse compression, travel time, Doppler
shift, positioning, and timekeeping. Section 3.1 presents equations for determining the ex-
pected signal pressure levels. Section 3.2 motivates the use of matched filtering to separate
signals in time and space. Section 3.3 reviews the ambiguity function of the m-sequence
signals used in the BASSEX experiment. Section 3.4 discusses the effect of Doppler shift,
and a method to remove it. Section 3.5 presents the methods used to determine and correct
for the position and orientation of the hydrophone array. Section 3.6 discusses timekeeping
and provides the clock drift corrections and the position time corrections for the SPICEX
sources used in the BASSEX experiment.
3.1 The Sonar Equation
During the BASSEX experiment, SPICEX sources were located in the Pacific Ocean between
400-800 km from the receiver. M-sequence signals were transmitted which had 83.3 Hz
bandwidth and 11 periods of 1023 bit length. This section will determine the expected
SNR and signal strength at the receiver using this information; these parameters are useful
for verifying measured data.
The sonar (sound navigation and ranging) equation is used to determine the SNR be-
tween a source and receiver. Units are generally given in decibels (dB). The sonar equation,
which accounts for most of the mechanisms which affect SNR in the open-ocean, is given
by
SNR = SL - TL - (NL - AG) dB, (3.1)
where SL is the source level, TL is transmission loss, NL is noise level, and AG is array
gain 1 . The SPICEX sources have a signal root-mean-square (rms) pressure strength of SL
= 192 dB re 1pPa at 1 m. 2
3.1.1 Attenuation
Transmission loss in the ocean is generally separated into attenuation and geometric spread-
ing terms. The attenuation term accounts for energy loss in the form of thermal energy,
mostly due to boric acid and magnesium sulfate relaxation. The attenuation, for frequencies
below 8 kHz at the sound-channel axis depth, is given by
f2 36f 2(f) = 0.79A 8)2+f + 2  dB/km. (3.2)(0.8)2 + f2 5000 + f2
Attenuation increases monotonically with frequency; this is one of the motivating factors
for using signals bandlimited below 300 Hz in the BASSEX experiment.
3.1.2 Geometrical Spreading
The geometrical spreading term accounts for transmission loss incurred by the expansion of
the surface of the acoustic wavefront as it travels through the ocean. At short-ranges, spher-
ical spreading can be used to model loss. The transmission loss from spherical spreading is
given by
TLs = 10logl o[I(ro)/I(r)] = 20loglo(r/ro) dB, (3.3)
where I(r) is acoustic intensity, r is range, and ro is the initial range. Given the ducted
nature of the ocean, cylindrical spreading is more commonly used to model transmission
1 Array gain will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2It is important to always provide the pressure reference to avoid miscommunication.
loss. For long-range problems, the geometric spreading loss term is either neglected or cut-
off at some distance rl away from the source (this thesis uses 5 km). Cylindrical spreading
loss is given by
TL, = 10log10o(r/ri), (3.4)
and the combined spherical and cylindrical spreading transmission loss is given by
TL = 20loglo(ri/ro) + 10loglo(r/ri) dB. (3.5)
3.1.3 Noise Level
Noise sources which contribute to the ocean's ambient acoustic noise field include shipping
traffic, breaking waves, cavitation, and surface waves, drawing upon work presented by
Wenz [3]. Figure 3-1 offers a summary of the different source contributions to the ambient
noise field in the ocean. Throughout the BASSEX experiment acoustic noise from the tow
ship, especially propeller and engine noise, was audible around 70 dB re lpPa. Discrete and
spatially spread interferences can degrade matched filter performance significantly when
SNR is low, especially in seamount shadow zones. The presence of strong noise in the
data, including interfering m-sequence signals, motivates the use of adaptive beamforming
algorithms prior to pulse compression.
In reference to the sonar equation, the NL term is generally given in terms of dB re [lPa/ H;
Hz is used because spectral noise is given in terms of (pPa)2/Hz. The NL term can be
derived from tables and graphs found in many references, including Urick [41].
3.2 Pulse Compression
Acoustic time series are matched filtered to measure signal amplitude and travel time.
The matched filter maximizes the SNR under the assumptions that the ocean is a linear
time-invariant system, ray paths are linear and non-dispersive, and noise is Gaussian; see
Appendix B.
The sources in the BASSEX experiment transmitted 11 period binary m-sequences, each
of sample length 1023; binary sequences consist of ±1 amplitude square waves. Assuming
phase coherence, the processing gain for each period is 10 log 0lo 1023 = 30.1 dB. For a moving
receiver, phase coherence can be achieved between periods using Doppler shift correction.
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Figure 3-1: Summary of the ambient noise field in the open ocean, taken from Wenz [3].
Table 3.1: Transmission Loss and SNR at 250 Hz in the
500 km 1000 km
Pacific Ocean
Source level (rms) 192 192 dB re 1pPa at 1m
Spreading Loss (cylindrical) -94 -97 dB
Volume attenuation (0.00432 dB/km) -2.16 -4.32 dB
Received signal level 98 95 dB
Noise (1 Hz band) 68 68 dB re 1pPa/ -H-
Bandwidth (83.3 Hz) 19.21 19.21 dB re 1 Hz
Total noise level 87.2 87.2 dB re 1[uPa
Broadband SNR (before processing) 10.8 7.8 dB
Pulse compression gain (1023) 30.1 30.1 dB
Total signal processing gain 30.1 30.1 dB
Single hydrophone SNR 40.9 37.8
Unfortunately, phase coherence was not observed
therefore, incoherent period averaging was used to
in the BASSEX data between periods;
increase SNR.
3.2.1 Transmission Loss
Table 3.1 provides the estimated hydrophone SNR at both 500 km and 1 Mm, given typical
Pacific Ocean characteristics and spreading loss. Ideally, the SNR should be at least 20 dB
for good signal detection, and this is indeed the case for open-ocean propagation at these
ranges. These results will be helpful in Chapter 6 to verify acoustic data pressure and SNR
levels in the BASSEX data set.
3.3 Ambiguity Function
The ambiguity function is a commonly used tool in sonar and radar system signal design to
determine travel time and Doppler resolution. For the transmitted signal s(t), the ambiguity
function is given by
O(AT, A fd) Ss(t)s*(t - AT)e-2 27Afdtdt,
O-
(3.6)
where AT is the change in travel time and Afd is Doppler shift. Using the convolution
identity property of the Fourier Transform, Eq. 3.6 can be expressed in the frequency
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Figure 3-2: Ambiguity of m-sequence signals used in the BASSEX experiment.
domain as
(AT, Afd) = S(f)S*(f + Afd)e-J 2 fAT. (3.7)
Figure 3-2 shows the ambiguity function of the m-sequences used in the BASSEX exper-
iment. The figure shows that the signal has approximately 0(0.01 sec) time resolution and
0(0.1 Hz) Doppler resolution. The signal has significant sidelobes in the Doppler direction
approximately 13 dB below the peak level; fortunately in the BASSEX experiment, Doppler
resolution is less important that temporal resolution.
3.4 Doppler Shift
Doppler shift is a phenomenon by which a relative velocity between a transmitter and
receiver causes a signal's apparent frequency to shift. The amount of Doppler shift is given
by
Af = f-,
c
(3.8)
where v is relative speed, and c is the wave speed of the medium. For moving towed
hydrophone array time series, the Doppler shift must be removed to achieve the highest
processing gain.
The Doppler shift of the BASSEX hydrophone data is determined from the acoustic
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Figure 3-3: Attenuation caused by Doppler shift mismatch.
pressure time series. The signals are matched filtered with time dilated reference signals
3
,
to determine the most likely Doppler shift.
The relative speed of the array is not only affected by the speed of the tow ship, but by
the orientation of the array relative to the source; signals which arrive near endfire have the
highest Doppler shift, and signals which arrive near broadside have the lowest. Figure 3-3
shows the correlation of an m-sequence signal at endfire with signals arriving off-endfire,
where the array is traveling at 3.5 m/s. The figure shows that signals below 20 deg are
attenuated by less than 3 dB; therefore, only a single Doppler shift correction is necessary
as most acoustic rays arrive below 20 deg for endfire SPICEX receptions.
3.5 Array Position and Orientation
The exact position and orientation of the hydrophone array is required to accurately measure
travel time and arrival angle of acoustic rays in the BASSEX data. The FORA array is
equipped with three NAS sensors which take measurements including magnetic heading,
pitch, and depth. One NAS sensor is located at the bow of the array and another is located
at 108.5 m, towards the middle of the array.4 The tow distance of the array behind the ship
3The time dilated signals are created by interpolating the reference signal onto either an expanded or
compressed time axis.
4 The third NAS sensor was not used in the analysis presented in this thesis, because it is part of a cardioid
section of the FORA array which was not utilized in the BASSEX experiment.
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was approximately 981 m. GPS data gathered at the stern of the ship is used to determine
the coordinates of the array and make clock corrections.
3.5.1 Angle Rotation
The heading and pitch of the FORA array used in the BASSEX experiment were often
off target. To adequately reconcile pulse compressed data with simulated results, a geo-
metrical rotation is applied to correct for the array orientation. Appendix C presents the
mathematical approach used to determine the angle correction for each beam.
The direction of the array towards the source and the pitch of the array are used to
correct the measured arrival angles of acoustic rays. The heading toward the source is
determined using the GPS location of the ship and source and the WGS 1984 ellipsoid
model of the Earth. The array heading is averaged between the two NAS magnetic sensors
inside the array; magnetic declination was 15.30 E (National Geophysical Data Center [42]).
Array pitch is determined using the difference in depth measurements taken with the NAS
sensor units, assuming the array depth is linear between the sensors.
3.6 Timekeeping
Timekeeping involves removing the timing errors caused by clock and mooring drift.
3.6.1 Clock Drift
All clocks experience drift over time, so it is important to keep source and receiver clocks
synchronized. On-board GPS receivers are used to correct shipboard data acquisition sys-
tem clocks to 0(1 psec) accuracy. SPICEX sources were equipped with rubidium frequency
clocks which have 0(1 msec) accuracy; these sources were moored underwater, and could
not receive GPS clock corrections.5 Clock drift was determined after the sources were re-
trieved using the measured error and assuming a linear drift over time. Figures 3-4 and
3-5 show the clock drift throughout the experiment. The clock drift is relatively constant
for both SPICEX sources, and in both cases must be removed to accurately compute travel
time to 0(0.01 sec).
5 The SPICEX sources transmitted signals at pre-programmed times.
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Figure 3-4: SPICEX source S1 clock drift during the BASSEX experiment.
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3.6.2 Mooring Correction
Measuring acoustic signal travel time requires an accurate knowledge of source and re-
ceiver location. In water, which has an approximate sound speed of 1500 m/s, this implies
that these locations must be known to better that 15 m to ensure 0(0.01 sec) travel time
measurement accuracy.
During the BASSEX experiment, ship location was determined using GPS data which,
because of receiver motion due to waves and lack of WAAS information, has a position error
of 0(10 m). The LOAPEX source used in the BASSEX experiment was a ship deployed
source which also used GPS data to position the array. Acoustic transducers placed around
the sources were used to determine the location of the source during the experiment.
Figure 3-6 shows the difference in path length to the Kermit Roosevelt Seamount be-
tween that of the nominal source locations and that of the source locations perturbed by
changing water currents, and also shows the power spectrum of the source positions over the
duration of the experiment generated using the periodogram averaging method described
in Welch [43], with a 60-length Hamming window, where position is sampled 24 times per
day. The path length difference is computed by taking the cosine of the angle between
the geodesic to the receiver from the reported source location and the measured position
of the source, and multiplying that by the magnitude of the measured source position rel-
ative to the reported position. The effect of mooring motion is usually less than 50 m,
resulting in travel time errors of 0-0.03 sec. Fluctuations in the source position correction
appear strongly correlated with the tidal cycle, and spikes are clearly visible in the hori-
zontal position power spectra for both sources at the diurnal tidal frequency, which is 1.93
cycles/day.
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Figure 3-6: SPICEX source position (top) path length difference and the power spectrum
of source (middle) S1 and (bottom) S2 in x-y (north-south) and z (depth) coordinates.
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3.7 Summary
This chapter discussed the characteristics of the BASSEX experiment relating to measured
amplitude and travel time accuracy. The expected SNR, after data processing, is determined
to be about 40.9 dB for flat-bottom acoustic transmission for a distance of 500 km; this
range is on the order of the sound paths investigated later in this thesis. The expected
travel time accuracy, after data processing, is determined to be 0(0.02 sec); however, there
is also data acquisition system (DAQ) random start time error, which introduces timing
errors of 0(0.25 sec).
Ambient noise sources and interfering m-sequence signals decrease the SNR of received
hydrophone array time series. The next chapter will discuss array processing methods with
which to suppress plane wave interference and measure the DOA of acoustic rays.
Chapter 4
Array Processing Methods
Measurement of acoustic ray angle-of-arrival is necessary to investigate the effects of modal
coupling in the scattered field of a seamount. Array processing techniques are applied to the
FORA array time series to measure angle-of-arrival. Adaptive array processing techniques
are used to improve array resolution and increase SNR to improve signal detection and
estimation.
This chapter will briefly discuss some of the beamforming techniques which were applied
to the data supporting this thesis. Section 4.1 will discuss the conventional beamformer
and provide metrics used to characterize beamformer performance. Section 4.2 presents
the Capon minimum variance and minimum power distortionless response beamformers.
Section 4.3 motivates the use of time-varying adaptive filters. Section 4.4 introduces the
correlation matrix distance metric as a means of choosing an adequate filter update period
and training time. Section 4.5 describes the data processing algorithm used to process the
data from the BASSEX experiment, including beamformer parameters.
4.1 Frequency Domain Array Steering
Array steering, or beamforming, is the process of weighting sensor outputs with gain and
phase such that the sum of their outputs add constructively for a plane wave arriving at
some desired direction. This section will present the nomenclature needed to understand
the implementation and performance of the conventional beamformer and adaptive beam-
formers presented later on. For simplicity, only linear hydrophone arrays will be considered
in this chapter.
4.1.1 Conventional Beamforming
Consider the narrow-band plane wave signal of interest f (wt - kTx) traveling at some speed
c and impinging upon an array at some angle 0. The travel time of the wave from the origin
of the array to the sensor at position p, is given by
pn cos 9
7 P cos (4.1)
In the w - frequency domain, the N-dimensional column-vector sensor output is given by
x(w) = F(w)vo(w) G C N ,  (4.2)
where the array manifold is given by
e-? r72
vo(W) = (4.3)
The array manifold can also be expressed as a function of wavenumber k, where
w , = kp,. 1  (4.4)
Often it is simpler to work in wavenumber k - space because of the uniform array response.
Sensor outputs are time shifted in the frequency domain by applying sensor weights given
by
WH H(W) 2 (4.5)
and is commonly referred to as the conventional, or Bartlett beamformer weighting. Other
non-adaptive weighting schemes used to control beamformer performance are thoroughly
discussed in Harris [44]. The spectral covariance matrix, S,(w), gives the covariance between
each sensor in the frequency domain. The conventional beamformer estimated wavenumber
1 The magnitude of k is constrained by the wave equation to be Ikl = Xk + ky + k <
2 The superscript H indicates the conjugate transpose.
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Figure 4-1: Broadside frequency-wavenumber response for a linear hydrophone array with
half-wavelength sensor spacing and N=11.
power in terms of the spectral covariance matrix is given by
P(w,) N= vOH(w)SX(w)ve(w). (4.6)
The performance of the beamformer can be determined by calculating the frequency-
wavenumber response, or beampattern, at some steering direction 0s. In vector notation
the frequency-wavenumber response is given by
To,(w, 0) = 10loglo wo )vO) 2 . (4.7)
Figure 4-1 shows the broadside beampattern for a linear eleven sensor array with half-
wavelength sensor spacing. The beampattern shows the signal attenuation of the array
as a function of arrival angle. Other performance characteristics can be gleaned from the
beampattern, including array gain, white noise gain, sensitivity, and resolution.
4.1.2 Array Resolution
The resolution, or half power beam width (HPBW), of the array is determined by measur-
ing the width 3 dB down from the mainlobe peak.3 An approximation to the HPBW at
broadside for a standard array is given by
OH = 0.891 (4.8)Nd'
and the resolution at endfire is given by
OH = 2 0.890 (4.9)Nd'
where A is the wavenumber of the plane wave and d is the sensor spacing. The FORA array
used in the BASSEX experiment was a 32A array corresponding to a resolution of 1.8 deg
at broadside and 19.1 deg at endfire.
4.1.3 Array Gain
Array gain is the measure of an array's ability to remove unwanted interference and noise.
For the case of a spatially white noise field, where the noise spectra at each sensor is S,(w),
the output SNR is
1 Sf(w)
SNRo(w) = f (4.10)
and the white noise array gain (WNG) is therefore given by
SNR o(L) 1 (4.11)
SNRn(w) 1n- IWn|2
The WNG is a commonly used sensitivity constraint for adaptive beamformers, and is
employed in the beamformers used to process the data supporting this thesis. A good rule
of thumb is to choose sensor weights wo such that
Swo 112< (4.12)
The spectral noise covariance matrix of the array is used to determine array gain in
3 Chapter 2 of Van Trees [45] gives tables of approximations for the resolution of a line array.
more complicated noise fields. The spectral covariance matrix gives the correlation between
sensors. For the input noise covariance S,(w), the array gain is given by
SNRo(w, ks) Sf(w, ks) S,(w)
SNRi,(w) wH(w, ks)S,(w)w(w, ks) Sfy(, ks)
Using the normalized covariance matrix p,(w), and the relation S,(w) = S,(w)p,(w), the
array gain is given by
Ao(w,ks) = (4.14)
wH(w, ks)p,(w)w(w, ks) (
4.2 Adaptive Beamformers
Adaptive beamforming methods can improve SNR by utilizing information about the signal
environment and a priori information to optimally shape the beampattern. These methods
have the potential to greatly improve array resolution and array gain, but can be difficult to
implement and highly sensitive to sensor position perturbations and electronic malfunctions.
This section will review the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) and the
Minimum Power Distortionless Response (MPDR) beamforming methods.
4.2.1 Minimum Variance Distortionless Response Beamformer
Assuming the noise covariance is a product of circular complex Gaussian random variables,
the MVDR beamformer method seeks a weighting that minimizes the variance in the array
output given by
E[Yn12 ] = w H ( w : ks)S,(W)(w : k,), (4.15)
subject to the constraint that the output be distortionless, given by
wH(w, ks)v(w, k,) = 1. (4.16)
Applying the complex Lagrange multiplier and complex gradient operations, the optimum
weighting is given by
vHH(W I, k) = H )Sn (w ) (4.17)0 . vH(w, ks)S1(w)v(w, k, ) '
and the MVDR power is therefore given by
1
PMVDR(W, k) = ( (4.18)
vH(w: k)S, (w)vo(L : k)
The MVDR output is also the maximum likelihood estimate only when the signal wavenum-
ber is known. The MVDR array gain is given by
Ao(w : ks) = vH(w : k,)pnl(w)v(w : ks). (4.19)
4.2.2 Minimum Power Distortionless Response Beamformer
The minimum power distortionless response (MPDR) beamformer is designed to minimize
the power in the array output, where the spectral covariance matrix contains the target
signal. The equation for the MPDR weights is similar to the equation for the MVDR
weights, and is given by
woH"(w : k,)-: Sxl(w) (4.20)
vH(w : ks)Sx 1 (w)v(w : ks)'
where
Sx( ) = S (W) + S,(W). (4.21)
MPDR beamforming is primarily used when the signal SNR is low, or where beamformer
weights need to be determined using data where the signal is present.
A time-varying MPDR beamformer is used to process BASSEX data for the following
two reasons. First, the SPICEX sources transmitted at the same time, and the spatially
separated m-sequence signals arrived at the towed array at approximately the same time;
the interfering m-sequence signal was usually quite strong and necessary to remove. Second,
array flexing and changes in array orientation affected snap-shot statistics over time.
4.2.3 Robustness
The true spectral covariance matrix is often unavailable in real world data processing; an
estimate is made using frequency domain snapshots of the array output. Assuming the
noise field is stationary over the sample period, the covariance estimate is given by
S,cw) = Xz(W)XH 4 (4.22)
l=1
where L is the number of frequency domain snapshots. A good rule of thumb is to choose
L > 2N. Capon and Goodman [46] showed that the power estimate PMVDR(, k) has a
chi-squared distribution and bias and variance given by
E[PMVDR(w, k)] L - N + 1 (4.23)
PMVDR(w, k) L
E[UMVDR(w, k)] L - N + 1 (4.24)
PMVDR( , k) L
Nadakuditi [47] presents a method for estimating the bias of the MVDR estimate in the
sidelobe region, using infinite matrix theory, when diagonal loading is applied to the spectral
covariance matrix estimate.
When the noise field is non-stationary, it is necessary to condition the covariance matrix
estimate to reduce sensitivity. The simplest way to improve beamformer robustness is to
add a diagonal loading to the covariance matrix, such that
S,(w) - S(w) + dl - I; (4.25)
see Carlson [48] for a discussion of the benefits of diagonal loading. A good rule of thumb
is to choose the diagonal loading to be
dl > 1. 10-2 Tr[Sn(w)] . (4.26)
Adding a diagonal loading term whitens the covariance matrix and reduces the adaptivity
of the array. In the limit as the diagonal loading term goes to infinity, the MVDR estimate
becomes equal to the Bartlett beamformer estimate.
The white noise gain constraint (WNGC), given by Eq. 4.12, is another method used to
improve robustness, described in detail by Cox [49]. The WNGC is applied by first checking
the sensitivity of the MVDR weights. If necessary, the diagonal loading to the covariance
4A hat over a variable indicates it is an estimate.
matrix is increased until the WNGC is achieved.
4.3 Discrete Time Fourier Transform Filtering
Changing array orientation causes measured array snap-shots to become non-stationary in
time. The data supporting this thesis is processed with MPDR and PCML beamformers
using time-varying filters which implement the overlap-add technique, discussed in Oppen-
heim [50].
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to transform the array output into the
frequency domain. 5 The FFT transformed array data are used to generate sensor weights
at each frequency. Baggeroer and Cox [51] showed that to avoid phase errors, the FFT
length must be chosen such that the frequency spacing is
Af < , (4.27)
- 8Larray
where L is the length of the array. Sensor weights at each frequency are combined to create
filters for each channel using the inverse Fast Fourier Transform. The filtered time series
are summed and the results are time shifted to remove any digital filter lag.
4.4 Correlation Matrix Distance
MPDR beamformers require a stationary noise field to optimally weight the sensor out-
put. Like the name implies, the correlation matrix distance (CMD) metric, presented in
Herdin [52], gives a measure of the distance between two correlation matrices, and is given
by
Tr{S(ti)S(t 2)}dcorr(tl,t 2 ) = 1- TS(t1)S(t2) E [0, 1].6 (4.28)
IS(t)|lfll S(t2) lf
For the BASSEX experiment this equation is modified to be used with spectral covariance
matrices. Assuming zero-mean Gaussian random data, the CMD, applied to the BASSEX
5Using Matlab, the function specgram can be used to efficiently compute the power spectrum for each
sensor.
6The t - IIf is the Frobenius norm.
data, becomes
dor(, t) 1- ,to) S (,t) [0, 1], (4.29)
d1S(w, to)l lIlS(w, t) Ilf
where
L
S(, to) = X x() X ( (4.30)
l=1
where X is a vector of Fourier transformed array data, 1 is the snap-shot, to is a reference
time, w is the frequency bin, and L is the number of snap-shots to be used in the correlation
estimation. Herdin [52] shows that a CMD of 0.5 indicates half the arriving power changes
spatially; this is a natural CMD threshold limit, and the training time over which the
spectral covariance matrices are estimated is chosen such that the CMD between estimated
covariance matrices is less than 0.5.
Figure 4-2 shows the CMD of a BASSEX hydrophone array data set containing two
m-sequence signals with different arrival times and bearings. When the m-sequence signals
arrive, there is a clear increase in the CMD in the 200-300 Hz frequency band. Certain
frequency bands appear to have a very low CMD throughout the entire reception; these
frequencies are dominated by strong, stationary tow ship noise harmonics. In this example,
the CMD is below 0.3 for ±15 sec, and below 0.4 for ±40 sec, about the sample point at
50 sec. These results show that the signal space is highly stationary over 30 sec; however,
to achieve adequate snapshot support, 80 sec of data are used to estimate the spectral co-
variance matrix, and beamformer robustness mitigates the small degree of non-stationarity.
Based on this example, the spectral covariance matrix estimates used to create beamformer
weights to process BASSEX data are determined using approximately 83 sec of data, or 80
snap-shots, which is greater than the number of sensors available.
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Figure 4-2: Correlation matrix distance (left) for BASSEX data with two m-sequences
arriving at 45 deg and 10 deg, seen in the normalized bearing time response (right), given
in dB.
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4.5 Processing BASSEX Data
The noise environment in the Pacific Ocean and acoustic measurement techniques during
the BASSEX experiment presented many signal detection issues. The ambient noise field
in the ocean contributed many discrete and spatially spread noise sources to the array data
at levels between 60-70 dB re 1MPa; this is stronger than the observed target signal in
the seamount shadow zones. Noise from the tow ship was present in the range 13-18 deg
off endfire, which is where the target signal often appeared. Array flexing and changes in
orientation over time, caused by array movement through the water, affected the stationarity
of the noise field.
It was stated in Section 4.2.2 that a time varying MPDR beamformer could address
the non-stationarity issues and provide the best resolution and noise suppression for the
SPICEX sources. An adaptive WNGC was applied to reduce the sensitivity of the beam-
former, which was greatly affected by tow ship noise harmonics. Table 4.1 gives the MPDR
beamformer design parameters; this is the beamformer used to process the SPICEX signals
in the BASSEX data set.
Observational methods discussed in Chapter 3, and the beamforming methods discussed
in this chapter, are used to convert received hydrophone data into acoustic ray arrival
patterns. Computing technical details are offered in Appendix A. Figure 4-3 diagrams
the different stages for processing hydrophone data from the BASSEX experiment. The
following is a walkthrough of the processing steps:
1. Acoustic pressure time series from the ultra-low section of the FORA array are selected
from sensors uniformly spaced 3 meter apart.
2. The raw data, with 781.25-Hz sample frequency, are quadrature demodulated to base-
band and decimated by four to improve computational efficiency.
3. Frequency bin size is chosen to minimize phase distortion across the array.
4. Frequency domain snap-shots of the data are calculated using the FFT algorithm.
The Hanning window is applied to reduce sidelobes in the frequency domain, and
snap-shots are 50% overlapped in time.
5. The spectral covariance matrix is estimated from the available snap-shots.
6. The amount of diagonal loading is adjusted to meet the WNGC, which is set to 2.75/N.
7. Capon beamformer weights are determined from the estimated, diagonally loaded
spectral covariance matrix.
8. Time domain filters are generated using the inverse FFT; the time domain filters are
updated over time to account for changing signal field statistics.
9. The Doppler shift is determined from the raw data and transmitted signal.
10. Matched filtering is applied to each beam to determine acoustic ray arrival time and
amplitude.
11. Angle correction is applied using non-acoustic sensor data. Array and source posi-
tioning, along with clock corrections, are included in this step as well.
Table 4.1: Specifications for the MPDR time-varying beamformer, which is applied to
BASSEX data containing SPICEX source transmissions.
Larray = 190.5 m
c = Cmeasured M 1500 m/s
fsamp = 195.3 Hz
nfft = 256 > 8L fsamp
array
filter update every -- 21 sec
covariance matrix sample = 83 sec
number of snapshots = 80
diagonal loading > 1 10-2 (LTr[Sn(w)])
WNGC - IWo 112< 2.75N
Figure 4-3: Signal processing block diagram for processing BASSEX data.
4.6 Summary
The MPDR adaptive beamforming algorithm developed in this chapter is necessary to de-
tect and resolve acoustic rays in the scattered field of a seamount with the highest resolution
possible. Array movement and interference from other sources and target multipath struc-
ture motivated the use of a time-varying algorithm. The amount of training time was based
on the measured correlation matrix distance metric. An example BASSEX data record
filtered with the MPDR algorithm developed in this chapter will be presented in Chapter 5,
and its performance will be measured using a broadband m-sequence signal and compared
with the Bartlett and PCML beamformer.
The next chapter develops the PCML beamformer to improve signal detection and
estimation for data records which contain significant signal degradation caused by data
acquisition system data drop-outs.
Chapter 5
Physically Constrained Maximum
Likelihood Method
Accurate acoustic ray amplitude and angle-of-arrival estimation are important for under-
standing the seamount scattered field and reconciling experimental and simulated data.
The MPDR beamformer developed in Chapter 4 used a sampled spectral covariance ma-
trix, which assumes that array snap-shots are stationary in time. Data gathered during the
BASSEX experiment show significant array flexing and orientation changes which affect
snap-shot statistics. A new, computationally efficient PCML method is developed in this
chapter to improve array resolution and suppress interference when snap-shot support is
low.
Without physical constraints, the maximum-likelihood spectral covariance matrix of an
array is given by [53]
1
SDATA(u) = X()X(), (5.1)
l=1
where X,(w) are stationary, independent and identically distributed (iid) zero-mean complex
Gaussian random vectors of sensor output at frequency w, and L is the number of snap-
shots. The Physically Constrained Maximum Likelihood (PCML) Method, developed by
Kraay [13], determines the maximum-likelihood spectral covariance matrix when physical
constraints are applied, which are based on array geometry, to reduce the required snap-shot
support. In this chapter, the PCML method will be reviewed, and an efficient method for
modeling the spectral covariance matrix using trigonometric bases will be presented. The
approach developed in this chapter is applied to snap-shot deficient BASSEX data records
to investigate the scattered field of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount in Chapter 6.
5.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Acoustic signals in the ocean are typically modeled as real iid zero-mean Gaussian random
noise, and array snapshots XI, X 2,..., XL1 can be shown to have circular complex Gaussian
distributions [45]. The joint probability density function (pdf) of the snap-shots is
L
1 e_XHSX
,  (5.2)(X, ... XL) = p(Xl)p(X 2) ... p(XL) 17 1 e [x (5.2)
l=1
where I is the determinant operator and S is the covariance matrix. The maximum-
likelihood estimate of the covariance matrix is therefore given by
SML = argmax p(X1,..., XL)= argmax e-N1 xsX (5.3)
sc7 SCR =1
where R is the covariance constraint set. By taking the log of Eq. 5.3, and manipulating
the result, it can be shown that
SML = argmax -log ISI - Tr S-I XiXH (5.4)
SML = argmax {- log S - Tr (S-SDATA) (5.5)
SCR I
SML = argmax L(S, SDATA), (5.6)
SCR
where L(S, SDATA) is the likelihood function for the maximum-likelihood spectral covari-
ance matrix estimate. Under some parameterized model for the covariance matrix, for which
S C 7R, iterative estimation can be applied to determine SML.
Previous work by Miller [54], Burg [55], and Barton [56] impose the Toeplitz matrix
constraint on the spectral covariance matrix for linearly spaced arrays. The PCML method
separates propagating and non-propagating power components of the spectral covariance
matrix, constrains the propagating power spectrum to the visible space of the array and,
unlike previous methods, is applicable to any array geometry.
1For notational simplicity, the "(w)" will be omitted.
5.1.1 PCML Algorithm
An iterative procedure is used to converge on the most likely spectral covariance matrix. In
each iteration, the power spectrum is estimated and SML is updated using the relationship
given by
[S],, 2= 2 6 1 kf P(k)[vk(k)]i[v H (k)]jdk, (5.7)(27r) 3 J ( )
where Q(k) is the three dimensional space spanning all visible wavenumbers for a given
frequency, P(k) is the propagating power spectrum, and a 2 is the non-propagating power.
The propagating and non-propagating power are separated in Eq. 5.7 to ensure the spectral
covariance matrix is positive semi-definite, and to desensitize the PCML beamformer to
superdirectivity. The integral in Eq. 5.7 is performed in Cartesian space, where the norm
of k is constrained by
kj k + k2 + k (5.8)
The first and second order derivatives of the likelihood function, with respect to the
propagating and non-propagating power spectra, are used to determine global peaks in the
likelihood function. The process described in Kraay [13] first initializes the covariance ma-
trix and power spectrum, then applies physical constraints and updates the power spectrum
repeatedly until convergence is reached for P(k) and a2
The covariance matrix update is determined by applying the relationship given by
Eq. 5.7 to the previous power spectrum estimate. For discretely sampled wavenumbers,
this relationship is given by
[Sm]i,j = m-lij + Pm-l(kn)e-jkn(p-P3) . Wi, (5.9)
where W,, is the inverse Fourier transform of the taper used to approximate the spec-
trum around each wavenumber-power sample. A uniform window taper, for wavenumber
resolution Au and sensor position p., is given by
W",, = Au. sinc ( A 2 ( -P ) . (5.10)
5.2 The Orthonormal Basis PCML Method
The method presented by Kraay relies on a computationally intensive iterative estima-
tion technique to determine the maximum-likelihood spectral covariance matrix. This sec-
tion presents an orthonormal trigonometric basis approach for determining the maximum-
likelihood spectral covariance matrix of a linear array which improves computational effi-
ciency over Kraay's method.
The spectral covariance matrix is assumed to be of the form
N N
S 2INN + pln H - .(Pn + 2 )n H, (5.11)
n=l n=l
where the non-propagating power is given by
U2 e , NJTr{SDATA}] , (5.12)
for 0 < E <K -Tr{SDATA}, the propagating wavenumber-power along basis vector ,n is
given by
Pn E R+ = {x : E IR,x 0}, (5.13)
and the orthonormal column-vector set defined by On represents plane wave array output
which together span visible wavenumber space. The constraints on the power terms ensure a
positive definite spectral covariance matrix, and E can be chosen to ensure a well conditioned
and invertible matrix. The wavenumber-power projected onto the , basis vector is given
by
n = On SDATAOn. (5.14)
The covariance matrix given by Eq. 5.11 can be substituted into the log-likelihood formula,
given by Eq. 5.5; i.e.,
L(S, SDATA) -log SI - Tr(S 1 SDATA), (5.15)
N2 H n H
L(S, SDATA) - log T(p + a ) n r n H (5.16)
(p, + 2)n
L(S, SDATA)= - lofg I(Pn - 2) (Pn ). (5.17)
The value of pn which maximizes the likelihood is determined by setting the derivative with
respect to p, of Eq. 5.17 equal to zero; i.e.,
OL(S, SDATA) 1 n
+ = 0. (5.18)
Opn Pn +U 2  (Pn + U 2 ) 2
The maximum-likelihood value of pn is given by
Pn = n - 02. (5.19)
From Kraay [13] the derivative of the log-likelihood function with respect to p, is given
by
OL(S, SDATA) H 1 -1 -1
= -v (k)S vk(k) + V(k) SDATAS vk(kn); (5.20)
Equation 5.20 can be manipulated to
&L(S, SDATA) =-1 1 LIl= ,VDRX1 -1 (5.21)
pn p Pn- 1 , (5.21)
which is useful for showing the stationarity of the covariance matrix estimate. The power
estimated from S using the conventional beamformer will equal the power estimated from
SDATA using the PCML beamformer when a stationary point is reached; i.e., a local-
maximun on the likelihood function. Since p, = -n - U2 satisfies Eq. 5.18, it therefore must
satisfy the stationarity condition - L 1 MVDRH X, 2 = p, ; thus it is a global maximum-
likelihood solution since it is the only feasible point where OL/Op" = 0.
The global maximum-likelihood value of pn is determined by searching for the value of U2
which maximizes the log-likelihood function while preserving physical constraints given in
Eq. 5.12 and 5.13. The log-likelihood function with respect to 0-2 is generally a multimodal,
non-linear function which motivates techniques such as brute force, bisection, and simulated
annealing to find the maximum-likelihood value of 2.
5.2.1 Non-propagating Power Estimation
The following root-finding method was explored as a possible technique for finding the
maximum-likelihood value of cr2. This method assumes some initial estimate of a 2 to
determine pn; e.g.,
0-6 =1 x 10-2" Tr{SDATA}. (5.22)
From Kraay, the derivative of the likelihood function with respect to a 2 is given by
OL(S) -1 -1
(2 = Tr (S SDATA - I)S 0. (5.23)
The covariance matrix given by Eq. 5.11 can be substituted into Eq. 5.23; i.e.,
oL(S) Tr 
(5.24)
90-2 -T rn=l An + 0-2 n~n - 1 n n EnO
H  01 (5.24)
Mj n -pn) + U (P2 + 2pnU2 + U4) 0. (5.25)
2(p + 2PnU 4) 04 01 (n25)
The roots of this (M + 2 )th order polynomial expression contain the maximum likeli-
hood value of 0-2 for a given set pn, but are difficult to determine analytically, especially for
high values of M. The Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm can be applied to efficiently
determine the roots by taking advantage of the convolution property of polynomial multi-
plication. The following Matlab code is presented to determine the roots of the polynomial
given by Eq. 5.25.
Mw
q = M + 2
E= [ 0 I1 " JM-1 ]
P = [po pi "'" PM-1
B = [E - P; - llxM; 0lxM]3xM
A= [p 2 ; 2P; 11xM]SxM
%the number of roots
%the vector that holds the sum, znztialzzed to zero
%additzonal convolution tail length is 3 - 1 = 2
%numerator polynomial
%denomznator polynomzal
for m=l:M %compute mth term in summation
W=prod(fft([A(:,[l:m-1 m+l:end]) B(:,m)],q),2);
w=w+ifft(W,q);
end
r=roots(w); %find roots
Only the likelihood of the roots which are real and greater than zero must be checked in
order to determine the physically possible root that maximizes the log-likelihood function.
To improve parameter accuracy, the root finding method can be repeated until convergence
is reached in pn and a2 . Unfortunately, this method tends to converge on local maxima
which lie off the real axis, and is therefore not reliable for estimating o- L for the PCML
covariance matrix.
5.3 The Array Manifold Trigonometric Basis
One physically realizable orthonormal b-
which span visible wavenumber space, gi
1
On W
isis set is the array manifold trigonometric vectors
ven by
e-A(1)dun
e-, (N-1)dun
Nxl
(5.26)
which are uniformly sampled at wavenumbers given by u, = cos(O~), where n c {1, 2,... , N}.
Equation 5.26 represents the normalized array response to a plane wave arriving with
wavenumber u,, such that Q,4HO = 1. The set of wavenumbers for which , form an
orthonormal basis is given by
S= (-1 + nA), (5.27)
Acut
where Acut = 2d and A = 2/N. The visible wavenumber space constraint is maintained by
forcing p= 0 for Un [-1, 1].
Plane waves coincident upon the basis vectors will be perfectly represented by the
spectral covariance matrix, and plane waves not coincident upon the basis will experience
non-zero projections across the entire basis; this is a phenomenon known as spectral leakage,
which is discussed in Harris [44]. The power of a plane wave with power o2 at wavenumber
u,, projected onto the trigonometric basis vector u,, is given by
7n(U,) =0i IT (u,, n)l (5.2s)
where
2  1 sin ~ ui - u,) .d)ST(u, u) ."N2A (5.29)N2  sin ( L(u, - Un) . d)
It can be shown that the wavenumber-power estimate determined from the covariance ma-
trix E- 06,(u,),O is not uniform for all possible angles of incidence; i.e.,
-'n=1 7n(Ui) T (Un, Ui) 2  < 0"Z, U, U(5 .30Z~nJ (5.30)
-- O Ui Un~n
Figure 5-1 shows the estimated power spectrum for a plane wave arriving off-basis at
u = 0.02 with strength of 0 dB, for a 32 sensor standard line array, using the ensemble spec-
tral covariance matrix and the covariance matrix generated using the PCML trigonometric
basis approach (T-PCML). The figure demonstrates that the trigonometric basis modeling
method does not produce a wavenumber-power estimate which peaks in the direction of
off-basis plane wave interference.
It is important that on- and off-basis plane wave interference be weighted equally in the
formation of the PCML covariance matrix to ensure accurate null placement. Section 5.3.1
introduces covariance matrix tapering, a technique which smooths the wavenumber power
spectrum and skews the power spectrum towards the direction of interference. Section 5.3.2
discusses a technique which can be applied to the PCML spectral covariance matrix esti-
mation procedure such that plane waves are equally weighted in the generation of SML,
regardless of incidence angle.
5.3.1 Covariance Matrix Tapering
Covariance matrix tapers are weight matrices applied to the spectral covariance matrix
which are designed to improve the robustness of adaptive beamformers by mimicking some
type of natural phenomenon, such as phase dither. Guerci [57] reported on the theory and
effects of covariance matrix tapers, and in particular studied the taper
sin((m - n)A) a[T]mn (m- n)A sinc ((m - n)A/7r), (5.31)
which is the covariance matrix of spatially bandlimited isotropic noise. When designing
a taper, it is important that the matrix be positive semi-definite to ensure the tapered
covariance matrix is positive definite.
Figure 5-1 shows the effect of the covariance matrix taper given by Eq. D.11 on the
wavenumber-power estimate for the spectral covariance matrix generated using the trigono-
metric basis approach, where A = 2/N. Tapering the covariance matrix spreads power in
wavenumber space and moves the "center-of-mass" of the wavenumber-power towards the
actual plane wave arrival direction. Unfortunately, tapering tends to skew the main lobe
center-of-mass of an incident plane wave toward the nearest basis vector wavenumber.
5.3.2 Phase-shifted Basis PCML Approach
Assuming the true continuous propagating wavenumber-power Car2(/) is available in Vb-
space,2 the spectral covariance matrix for a standard linear array can be expressed as [56]
S(W) = 2( )v4()vH(V)d', (5.32)
where v¢(V) are array manifold column-vectors. Unfortunately, a2(V)) is rarely available
in practice, and the wavenumber-power must be estimated at different wavenumbers to
2 = 2 cos(0) -d.
approximate the true covariance matrix. Using array manifold vectors to form the PCML
covariance matrix, the question becomes how fine the wavenumber sample spacing must be
such that all possible visible propagating plane waves incident upon the array are equally
weighted in the creation of SML.
The spectral covariance matrix for a uniform line array is Hermitian Toeplitz, in the
limit as L goes to infinity, and the first row is the right-hand side of the unbiased auto-
correlation sequence of the snap-shots. The correct wavenumber sample spacing can be
determined using power spectrum estimation theory from time series analysis (see Oppen-
heim [50]), in the sense that the estimated wavenumber-power spectrum perfectly represents
the autocorrelation sequence; undersampling the wavenumber-power spectrum leads to an
aliasing of the autocorrelation sequence.
The stationary lid array snap-shots are re-written as windowed sequences; i.e.,
xi[m] = X/[m] - w[m], (5.33)
where m = 0, 1,..., N-I and w [m] is the window function of the array. The autocorrelation
of x [m] is given by
c [m] = x [m] * x i* [-m]. (5.34)
The wavenumber-power function can be determined by taking the discrete-Fourier transform
of the autocorrelation of the snap-shot sequence; i.e.,
2N-1
T(V))2 = cxx[m]ejm , (5.35)
m=O
which is periodic with 2r, for any N. The length of the autocorrelation is 2N, and there-
fore, at least 2N samples of the wavenumber-power spectrum are required to perfectly re-
construct the autocorrelation sequence. 3 The requisite wavenumber-power samples chosen
to represent the autocorrelation sequence are taken at
Ok = 27-d k ( 5 -N3-N + 16)
k= N, k {-N,-N+1,...,N-1}. (5.36)
The expected value of the narrowband wavenumber-power function is shown by Capon [58]
3Including additional wavenumber-power samples is equivalent to zero-padding the autocorrelation func-
tion, which will not affect the formation of beamformer weights.
to be
E[IT()| 2] _ o~(V) * IW() 12, (5.37)
where the wavenumber-power spectrum of the Bartlett window is given by
1 sinN 2
|W(0)12 I 2 (5.38)N21 sin ( (5.38)
the wavenumber-power is asymptotically unbiased, where |W(') 2 approaches a delta func-
tion as N approaches infinity. The variance of the wavenumber-power estimate is shown by
Capon [58] to be
var [IT() 2]  !(E[IT() 2 ])2 , 0 (5.39)
2 (E[IT() 12])2, = 0
which is consistent; i.e., the variance approaches zero in the limit as L approaches infinity.
The spectral covariance matrix formed from 2N wavenumber-power samples taken at
4k can be generated using length 2N orthogonal array manifold vectors, i.e.,
N-1
S(w)= 1 T( Vk)~ 2V 4(k)v (4k); (5.40)
k=-N
this matrix is 2N x 2N and perfectly represents the wavenumber-power samples obtained
from the available snap-shots. The first N x N elements of the covariance matrix can be
used to generate Capon beamformer weights for an N sensor array; however, truncating the
matrix smooths the wavenumber-power spectrum by Eq. 5.38. 4 Appendix D gives a much
more thorough investigation of this approach and the relationship between the sampled and
PCML covariance matrices.
PCML Covariance Matrix Estimation using 2N Wavenumber Samples
The orthonormal basis set used to determine the PCML covariance matrix should contain
2N array manifold vectors which uniformly sample wavenumber space to ensure on- and
4 Truncating the matrix leads to self-convolution which increases the final wavenumber-power estimate.
The effects of self-convolution can be removed using a scale factor computed a prior based on location of
the wavenumber samples; however, the physical constraints can affect the size of the scale factor and may
lead to significant error in certain cases.
off-basis plane wave interference is equally weighted. Unfortunately, implementing the or-
thonormal basis maximum-likelihood PCML approach with 2N wavenumber-power samples
requires a 2N x 2N sampled spectral covariance matrix. One way to work around this is-
sue is to zero-pad the sampled covariance matrix to create a 2N x 2N covariance matrix.
In fact, it can be easily shown that the covariance matrix given by Eq. 5.40 is equal to
the maximum-likelihood covariance matrix for the zero-padded sampled covariance matrix,
multiplied by 4," in the case where A < A,,,t. 6
Using 2N-length array manifold column-vectors to form the PCML covariance matrix,
the maximum-likelihood estimate is determined by maximizing the log-likelihood function
given by
L(S) = - log S - Tr (S 4 DATA 0 (5.42)
while preserving the physical constraints given in Eq. 5.12 and 5.13; the resulting 2N x 2N
maximum-likelihood covariance matrix is that of the sampled covariance matrix smoothed
in the wavenumber-power spectrum by Eq. 5.38 due to the zero-padding. The zero-padding
method will henceforth be referred to as the phase-shifted PCML (PS-PCML) approach
since the covariance matrix is formed from two orthogonal basis sets which are shifted in
phase by half a resolution cell. The zero-padding approach is good in the sense that the
smoothing function is symmetric, non-negative, and the first and second moments of the
wavenumber-power estimates are known for Gaussian distributed snap-shots.
Figure 5-1 shows the estimated power spectrum for a plane wave arriving at u = 0.02
with strength of 0 dB for a 32 sensor linear array using the Capon beamformer and the
ensemble, T-PCML, tapered, and PS-PCML covariance matrices. This figure shows that
the PS-PCML wavenumber-power estimate peaks exactly in the direction of incidence, and
is smoothed in wavenumber-space compared with the estimate from the ensemble covariance
matrix.
5 The wavenumber-power estimated from the truncated spectral covariance matrix given by vvH is a
factor of 4 smaller than the true covariance matrix; i.e.,
H [VVH V 4 . VH VVH INxN 0 
. (5.41)(2N)2 [ VV ]v (2N)2 0 vv  1® 0 V (5.41)
1 H 4 vHv vHv
(2N)2  T2N) 2 2
6Another approach is to create a 2N x 2N banded-Toeplitz matrix, with bandwidth N, from the available
snap-shots; however, the resulting covariance matrix wavenumber-power estimates have a higher variance
and the associated wavenumber smoothing function has negative values.
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Figure 5-1: Estimated wavenumber-power using the Capon beamformer and the ensemble,
T-PCML, tapered, and PS-PCML covariance matrices. The black x indicates the direction
and amplitude of the plane wave interference.
Broadband Beamforming using PS-PCML
The orthogonal trigonometric basis vectors 0, are not a function of frequency, and therefore
the wavenumber samples always span 27r of wavenumber space for all A. For A < A ,t,
the space spanned by the wavenumber samples is inside the visible wavenumber space;
propagating plane waves incident outside the sample space are aliased into the sample
space. For A > A,,t, the wavenumber sample space is larger than the visible wavenumber
space; wavenumber-power estimates for array manifold vectors outside of visible space are
simply set to zero when determining the maximum-likelihood spectral covariance matrix.
Figure 5-2 shows the absolute value of the frequency-wavenumber function for an 11
sensor linear array for the cases where A = Acut, A = 0.75Acut, and A = 1.5Acut. The
blue lines indicate the wavenumber sample locations used to implement the PS-PCML
beamformer. The magenta lines are time shifted frequency-wavenumber functions which
indicate the 2?r periodicity over the sample region. For A > Aut, some wavenumber-power
samples exist outside of visible space and must be set to zero when determining the PS-
PCML covariance matrix.
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Figure 5-2: Absolute value frequency-wavenumber functions and wavenumber-sample lo-
cations for an 11 sensor linear array for the cases where A = At, A = 0.75Act, and
A = 1.5,cut. Blue lines indicate wavenumber-power samples, magenta lines are time-shifted
frequency-wavenumber functions which indicate 27r periodicity, and red lines indicate the
boundary of visible wavenumber space.
PS-PCML Covariance Matrix Estimation Steps
The following steps provide the approach towards estimating the PS-PCML covariance
matrix using the techniques discussed in this chapter.
* Step 1: Form the zero-padded 2N x 2N sampled spectral covariance matrix from
available snap-shots.
* Step 2: Form the 2N-length orthonormal array manifold vectors , which span the
visible wavenumber space.
* Step 3: Determine (n from the zero-padded covariance matrix for each orthonormal
array manifold basis vector n,.
* Step 4: Form the spectral covariance matrix S2N = .21 2N 1(n - a 2 )O On and
determine the log-likelihood. Search for the value of a2 which maximizes the likelihood
in the range [E, kTr{SDATA}]. Enforce the physical constraints, which are that ( , -
a
-2) 0 and On lie in visible wavenumber space, by setting propagating power terms
to zero.
* Step 5: Truncate S2N to create the N x N PS-PCML covariance matrix; use this
matrix to form Capon beamformer weights for the N sensor array.
5.3.3 PS-PCML Performance with Simulated Data
SNR Performance
The expected SNR of the Capon beamformer using the sampled spectral covariance matrix
is the function of L snap-shots and N sensors given by [59]
L+2-N
E(SNR) = L+ 1 (5.43)
L+1
which is about 3 dB below the SNR using the ensemble covariance matrix for L = 2N - 3 -
2N. The PS-PCML beamformer should achieve a higher SNR than the Capon beamformer
when snap-shot support is low due to the physical constraints.
Figure 5-3 shows the array gain of the PS-PCML, Bartlett, and MPDR (Capon) beam-
former outputs at 200 Hz for a 20 sensor linear array cut for 250 Hz, with a 10 dB interference
plane wave at u = 0.5 and 5 dB sensor noise. The array is steered to u = 0.4, and results are
averaged over 5 trials. Figure 5-3 shows that the PS-PCML beamforming approach has a
much higher output SNR for L < 2N compared with the Bartlett and Capon beamformers.
As the number of snap-shots increases, the Capon beamformer output SNR will converge on
the SNR level achieved using the ensemble covariance matrix; the PS-PCML output SNR
will never reach this SNR level because it uses the maximum-likelihood covariance matrix
for the smoothed wavenumber-power spectrum.
Figure 5-4 shows the array gain for the Bartlett, MPDR, and PS-PCML beamformers
using the simulated spectral covariance matrix of a standard 20 sensor linear array for a
20 dB discrete plane wave interference, 0 dB sensor noise, and 0 dB isotropic noise. The
array gain is computed for interference plane wave wavenumbers between 0 to 2 null-to-null
beamwidths (BWNN) from the steering angle. The figure shows the PS-PCML beamformer
has higher gain than the Bartlett beamformer in the main lobe region, and has smoother
sidelobes, but less gain at 0.5/BWNN; this is expected because the PS-PCML approach
smooths power in the wavenumber domain. The first sidelobe in the PS-PCML array gain
is located at 0.4/BWNN and is 15.9 dB higher than the array gain at u=O0.
Figure 5-5 shows the array gain for the Bartlett, MPDR, and PS-PCML beamformers
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Figure 5-3: Array gain for the (blue) MPDR without diagonal loading, (red) MPDR with
1% diagonal loading, and PCML beamformers at 250 Hz. The results are averaged over 20
trials for a 20 sensor array steered at u = 0.4, ul = 0.5 at 10 dB, and 5 dB sensor noise.
using the sampled covariance matrix, generated with two snap-shots, of a standard 20
sensor linear array for a 20 dB discrete plane wave interference, 0 dB sensor noise, and 0 dB
isotropic noise; results are averaged over 50 trials. In the sidelobe region, the PS-PCML
beamformer has over 2 dB more gain than the MPDR beamformer, and at ul = 0 the
PS-PCML beamformer has higher array gain than the MPDR beamformer.
Sensor Position Sensitivity
Figure 5-6 shows the wavenumber-power estimate for the Bartlett, MPDR, and PS-PCML
beamformers using the simulated spectral covariance matrix of a standard 20 sensor linear
array for a 20 dB discrete plane wave interference at ul = 0.1, 0 dB sensor noise, and
0 dB isotropic noise. Sensor positions are varied using a unit-variance Gaussian random
variable to measure the effect of sensor position perturbation on estimated wavenumber-
power. The figure shows that the PS-PCML response at u = 0.1 is about the same as that
of the unbiased Bartlett beamformer; the MPDR response is noticeably lower. Measured
over 100 trials, the variances of the wavenumber-power estimate at u = 0.1 for the Bartlett,
PS-PCML, and MPDR beamformers are -15.1, 7.8, and 34.5 dB, respectively, and the mean
values are 40.0, 39.9, and 32.9 dB, respectively. This example shows that the PS-PCML
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Figure 5-4: Array gain with the actual covariance matrix: (black) MPDR, (blue) PS-PCML,
and (green) Bartlett beamformers.
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Figure 5-5: Array gain with the sampled covariance matrix: (black) MPDR, (blue) averaged
covariance PS-PCML, and (green) Bartlett beamformers.
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Figure 5-6: Wavenumber power estimate of a 20 dB interference using the MPDR, PCML,
and Bartlett beamformers, with a unit-variance Gaussian sensor position perturbation
added; results are plotted for 10 trials.
beamformer wavenumber-power estimate is less biased and has less variance compared with
the Capon beamformer when sensor positions are randomly perturbed. In practice, array
sensor positions are often not known with any high degree of precision - e.g., for towed
hydrophone arrays - and the PS-PCML beamformer is clearly a good compromise between
high SNR gain and low wavenumber-estimate bias/variance.
Beampattern Characteristics
Figure 5-7 shows the beampatterns for the Bartlett, MPDR, and PS-PCML beamformers
using the simulated spectral covariance matrix of a standard 20 sensor linear array for a
20 dB discrete plane wave interference at u = 0.175, 0 dB sensor noise, and 0 dB isotropic
noise. The figure shows that the PS-PCML beampattern has a wider null at u - 0.175 and
stronger attenuation in the surrounding region than the MPDR beampattern; this is an
effect of the PS-PCML's inherent wavenumber-power smoothing which limits the theoretical
maximum SNR gain below that of the Capon beamformer, for a stationary environment
with a large number of snap-shots. One advantage of wide-nulls is that small changes in
array orientation or interference direction will have a less deleterious effect on the output
SNR of the PS-PCML beamformer than the Capon beamformer.
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Figure 5-7: Beampatterns for the PCML, Bartlett, and MPDR beamformers for a 20 sensor
standard array, with a 20 dB interference at u=0.175.
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5.4 PS-PCML Performance with Real Data
This section investigates the performance of the PS-PCML beamformer with BASSEX
data record jd266025147L1000, gathered with the FORA hydrophone array in the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamount scattered field. The record contains 1300 sec LOAPEX transmissions,
transmitted on a 68.2 Hz carrier, and the acoustic pressure time series from 62 hydrophones
spaced 3 m apart. The data shows array orientation changes over the duration of the trans-
mission and significant background noise. The PS-PCML beamformer sidelobe control,
sensitivity, and bias will be compared with that of the Bartlett and MPDR beamformer
performances. Table 5.1 provides the specifications of the PS-PCML and MPDR beam-
formers used.
Figure 5-8 shows the Bartlett beamformer bearing-time response (BTR) ' for data
record jd266025147L1000. The LOAPEX m-sequence signal arrives at about 100 deg and
spans 1300 sec. Strong engine and distant shipping traffic noise are present in the BTR
between 0 and 50 deg. Signal arrival angle variations are visible in time, and high sidelobes
are present at angles above and below the m-sequence DOA.
Figure 5-10 shows the PS-PCML beamformer BTR for data record jd266025147L1000.
The PS-PCML beamform appears to have lower sidelobes and higher resolution compared
with the Bartlett BTR. Figure 5-9 shows the MPDR beamformer BTR for data record
jd266025147L1000. The MPDR has higher resolution than the PS-PCML beamformer.
Figure 5-11 shows the measured broadband half-power beamwidth (HPBW) at each time
step for the Bartlett, MPDR, and PS-PCML beamformers. The HPBW of the Bartlett,
MPDR, and PS-PCML beamformers are approximately 6.8, 1.7, 3.2 deg." The MPDR
beamformer has the highest resolution; however, the PS-PCML beamformer resolution is a
significant improvement over the Bartlett beamformer.
Figure 5-12 shows the estimated power response at each time step for the Bartlett,
MPDR, and PS-PCML beamformers. The PS-PCML is relatively unbiased throughout the
reception, compared with the Bartlett beamformer, whereas the MPDR is biased by about
1 dB.9
7 BTR's show spatial-spectral power over time and angle off-endfire.
8The FORA array has a 8.7A aperture at 68.2 Hz, which gives approximately 6.6 deg spatial resolution
at broadside.
9The addition of diagonal loading from the WNGC makes it difficult to determine exactly how much bias
is to be expected.
Table 5.1: Specifications for the PS-PCML and MPDR time-varying beamformers, which
are applied to BASSEX data containing LOAPEX source transmissions.
Larray 190.5 m
c = cmeasured . 1500 m/s
fsamp = 195.3 Hz
nfft = 256 > 8 fsamp
8Larray
filter update every = 21 sec
covariance matrix sample = 83 sec
number of snapshots = 128
diagonal loading > 1 10-2 (LTr n,(w)]
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Figure 5-11: Measured broadband HPBW for BASSEX data set jd266025147L1000.
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Figure 5-12: Estimated signal level for BASSEX data set jd266025147L1000.
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5.5 Conclusion
This chapter reviewed the PCML beamfomer and offered the new PS-PCML method to
improve computational efficiency and to improve SNR when snap-shot support is low. The
PS-PCML method estimates the maximum-likelihood spectral covariance matrix for a uni-
form line array by modeling the covariance matrix as the sum of propagating and sensor
noise covariance matricies; propagating energy is modeled using a set of trigonometric ba-
sis functions which represent plane waves that span visible wavenumber space, and sensor
noise is modeled with a weighted identity matrix. It was determined that the maximum-
likelihood estimates of the propagating energy are only a function of the known power terms
( and unknown sensor noise; therefore, only the maximum-likelihood value of sensor noise
must be determined, improving computational efficiency over previous methods. Physical
constraints are presented to ensure a positive definite, well conditioned spectral covariance
matrix estimate for broadband beamforming with reduced superdirectivity. A zero-padding
approach is offered which gives equal weighting to both on- and off-basis propagating energy
in the creation of the PS-PCML covariance matrix, ensuring proper null placement.
The PS-PCML method is shown to be robust to sensor position perturbation, snap-
shot deficiency, has higher array resolution than the conventional beamformer, and has
low wavenumber-power estimate bias. The PS-PCML method was applied to seamount
side-scattered data from the BASSEX data set to measure beamformer performance with
real-world data. Results show that the PS-PCML wavenumber-power estimate has very low
bias, and higher resolution and lower sidelobes compared with the Bartlett beamformer.
The PS-PCML method is applied to BASSEX data in Chapter 6 to investigate the
Kermit-Roosevelt side-scattered acoustic field. Records containing side-scattered acoustic
pressure measurements are corrupted by data drop-outs and show significant array orienta-
tion changes which reduce snap-shot support, both of which affect the bias and sensitivity
of the MPDR beamformer.
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Chapter 6
Analysis of the BASSEX Data Set
This thesis has discussed the underwater principles and data analysis techniques necessary
to investigate the forward-scattered acoustic fields of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts us-
ing data from the BASSEX experiment. In Chapter 2, previous work relating to the topics
in this thesis were summarized, underwater acoustic propagation principles were presented,
details of the BASSEX experiment were given, and the RAY and RAM acoustic modeling
codes were discussed. In Chapter 3, observational methods were presented which are used
to interpret BASSEX data. In Chapter 4, adaptive beamforming was discussed, and a
complete description of the data processing algorithm used to process much of the BAS-
SEX data was given. In Chapter 5, a computationally efficient method for implementing
the PCML beamformer was developed to improve the SNR and resolution of hydrophone
array output data which is corrupted and/or non-stationary in time. This chapter investi-
gates the forward-scattered fields of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts using BASSEX data.
Measured and simulated acoustic arrival patterns are presented to demonstrate the for-
mation of convergence zones and to identify acoustic rays in the forward-scattered fields
of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount, and to verify the accuracy of acoustic modeling codes
in range-dependent ocean environments. Effects caused by environmental uncertainty and
natural variability on acoustic arrival patterns are identified in the experimental data.
Section 6.1 discusses the quality of the BASSEX data set in regards to measured ambient
and ship generated acoustic noise. Section 6.2 presents Fresnel tube and ray chaos theory
to explain unexpected refracted acoustic energy measured inside shadow zones. Section 6.3
presents data used to measure the size and shape of acoustic shadow zones in the scattered
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fields of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts. Section 6.4 presents data used to measure the
forward-scattered field of the Elvis1 Seamount in the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex.
Sections 6.5 and 6.6 present data used to measure the forward-scattered field of the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamounts. Section 6.7 presents data used to measure the side-scattered field of
the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount.
6.1 BASSEX Noise Field Analysis
Investigating the measured acoustic noise in a typical data record is useful for designing
robust data processing algorithms which maximize signal detection and estimation, and
is useful for interpreting processed data. This section characterizes the ambient and ship
generated acoustic noise measured inside the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex, and
investigates anomalies in the measured data. The ambient noise in the ocean is dominated
by shipping, surface waves, biologics, and cavitation, as was shown by Wenz [3]. In the
BASSEX experiment, noise generated by operations aboard the R/V Roger Revelle tow ship
also contributed to the measured noise field; for example, motor and compressor rotation
and propeller blade rate.
Figure 6-1 shows the frequency-power spectrum of the acoustic pressure time series
from hydrophone 33 in data record jd268083141Spice, estimated using the periodogram
averaging method described in Welch [43]. The measured acoustic pressure is strongest at
low frequencies, and contains noise from wind, surface waves, earthquakes and explosions.
Shipping noise and industrial activity constitutes much of the noise in the 10-300 Hz band.
The contribution of an m-sequence signal to the frequency-power spectrum is shown in
the 200-300 Hz band; it has a "Gaussian" shaped distribution centered about the 250 Hz
carrier frequency. Strong harmonics in the power spectrum are caused by propeller blade
rate, motor and compressor rotation, and electric power generation.
Fans, motors, and compressors can create a 30 Hz mechanical hum at 1800-rpm and
60 Hz at 3600-rpm (i.e., at once times shaft rotation frequency). Transformers and motors
which use 60 Hz electrical power can generate vibrations at 120 Hz due to magnetostriction,
a process caused by magnetic forces acting on the core and back iron magnetic domains,
and the square relationship between mechanical force and magnetic field which doubles fre-
1Edward Scheer named the southern seamount in the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex the Elvis
Seamount during the BASSEX experiment, in honor of Elvis Presley.
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Figure 6-1: Estimated noise spectra for hydrophone 33. The blue line was computed using
a section of data without the m-sequence signals present; the red line was computed using
data with the m-sequence signals present.
quency, described in Wowk [60]. Other harmonics can be attributed to motor characteristics
and misalignment/tolerances.
6.1.1 Horizontal Directionality using Wavenumber-Frequency Diagrams
A wavenumber-frequency (k - w) diagram shows the spatial dependence of acoustic power
in the frequency domain, and is commonly used with towed hydrophone arrays to identify
noise sources. The k - w diagram is generated by plotting the power at different frequencies
and visible wavenumbers, given by
P(k,w) = 1 (6.1)
k vH(w)DATAVk(w)
this is the equation for the Capon beamformer wavenumber-power estimator, linearly weighted
by frequency.
Figure 6-2 shows the k - w diagram for data record jd268083141Spice. Red lines are
drawn along constant phase speed at ±1.48 km/s - endfire, ±3.0 km/s - 600, and 00 km/s
- broadside. Two m-sequence signals appear in the 200-300 Hz band at forward endfire
and 62 deg. The engine and propeller noise appears near forward endfire, spanning the
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Figure 6-2: Estimated frequency-wavenumber spectrum of noise data in BASSEX record
jd268083141Spice.
frequency spectrum, and contains harmonics associated with electric power generation.
Shipping noise appears in the negative phase speed directions, spanning the frequency
spectrum; oscillations in the frequency spectrum are attributed to the constructive and
destructive interference. The noise labeled as "cable strum" is not necessarily caused by
vortex shedding, and is more probably caused by mechanical vibrations from the tow ship
traveling down the tow cable, due to its strong correlation with the observed "engine noise."
Figure 6-3 shows a zoomed view of Fig. 6-2, with a different dynamic range to emphasize
low frequency noise. Signals below 10 Hz are difficult to resolve because of array aperture
constraints. At frequencies above 10 Hz, the diagram shows structure in the shipping traffic,
and vibrational noise near broadside at 60 Hz. Harmonics in the shipping traffic noise are
attributed to engine noise and propeller blade rate, and offer a potential means of ship
identification; this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Figure 6-4 shows the frequency-power spectra along four beams using data record
jd268083141Spice to show changes in noise statistics over time. The upper-left figure shows
the power spectrum along the 7.2 deg beam. This figure shows shifting engine noise har-
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Figure 6-3: Estimated frequency-wavenumber spectrum of noise data in BASSEX record
jd268083141Spice; zoomed view.
monics over time as the engine control system adapts to waves and varying wind and water
current. Strong harmonics at 60 and 120 Hz are probably caused by electric power gener-
ation because they exist throughout the reception. A weak m-sequence signal is visible in
the 200-300 Hz band, beginning at 210 sec.
The upper-right figure in Fig. 6-4 shows the power spectrum along the 62.2 deg beam.
An m-sequence signal appears in the 200-300 Hz frequency band between 240-380 sec. Weak
electrical noise is present in the frequency-power spectrum, as well as ambient noise in the
lower frequencies below 100 Hz.
The lower-left figure in Fig. 6-4 shows the power spectrum along the 83.0 deg beam.
The figure shows vibrational noise harmonics from the tow ship which appear throughout
the reception in time without shifting frequency, and are consistent with vibrational noise
harmonics seen in the 7.2 deg beam. Strong vibrational noise harmonics near broadside
reduce SNR of LOAPEX transmissions received at broadside, which have a 68.2 Hz carrier
frequency that is close to the 60 Hz vibrational noise harmonic.
The lower-right figure in Fig. 6-4 shows the power spectrum along the 125.8 deg beam;
this beam is in the direction of the strongest shipping traffic noise. The wave pattern
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Figure 6-4: Power spectra of the ambient noise field using four discrete beams.
in frequency is caused by the change in the acoustic interference pattern at the receiver
depth with frequency.2 This phenomenon is referred to as the "bathtub" pattern. The
pattern variation over time is attributed to changing array location and orientation relative
to the source. Time-varying noise field statistics motivate MPDR time-varying adaptive
beamforming.
Figure 6-5 shows the bearing-time response of ship-generated vibrational noise at 60 Hz.
Strong responses are observed at 20 and 90 deg, and these responses appear correlated
in time and multimodal near broadside. The non-stationarity and multimodal nature of
the vibrational noise will increase the probability of false alarms and introduce unwanted
sidelobes in the array beampattern.
2Heaney [61] presents shallow water noise field data from surface ships, with these same characteristics,
as a means of determining geoacoustic sediment parameters.
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Figure 6-5: Bearing-time response at 60 Hz using MPDR beamforming shows a multimodal,
non-stationary cable strum near broadside which is temporally correlated with the ship
vibration noise visible at 20 deg.
6.1.2 NOAA Weather Buoy Data
Previous work [3] has shown a strong correlation between the amount of ambient noise
in the ocean and wind speed. This section discusses the wind speed contribution to the
ambient noise field measured in the ocean during the BASSEX experiment.
The 6-meter NOMAD weather buoy, Station 46006, was located 600 nm to the west
of Eureka, CA at position 40.890 N, 137.450 W during the BASSEX experiment; the buoy
is maintained by the National Data Buoy Center. The data from the weather station is
obtained from the NOAA online database [62]. The buoy recorded wind speed, direction,
temperature, wave height, and other important weather information. It is emphasized that
the weather buoy was located approximately 400 miles from the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount
Complex, and while weather systems can be of this scale, the true weather conditions in
the seamount complex may actually be significantly different.
Figure 6-6 shows the wind speed and measured acoustic noise level from the BASSEX
experiment. The ambient noise level was lower during periods of slow and steady wind speed,
and the ambient noise level was higher during periods of fast, erratic wind conditions. This
figure suggests that the effects of wind speed introduce between 5 and 10 dB of acoustic
noise during the BASSEX experiment, which is consistent with previous work; for example,
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Figure 6-6: Wind speed and measured acoustic ambient noise level in the Central Pacific
Ocean between Julian day 260 and 275.
on Julian days 267-268 the wind speed changed from 0 to 5 m/sec, during which time a
well correlated change in ambient noise was observed from 65 to 70 dB.
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6.2 Fresnel Zones and Ray Chaos
Measured data gathered inside the forward-scattered field of the Elvis Seamount revealed
many refracted acoustic rays with amplitude significantly different than RAM simulated re-
sults; in some cases, these rays are highly correlated with refracted rays which are predicted
by RAM to appear strongly at the receiver approximately 5-10 km closer or further in range.
Rypina and Brown [63] show the Fresnel tube width is dependent on ray stability, brought
on by environmental inhomogeneity, and micromultipaths consistent with ray chaos3 ; in
particular, they showed that internal waves can increase the size of ray Fresnel tubes sig-
nificantly. Larger Fresnel tube width can cause more energy to be cutoff by the seamount
slopes, attenuating certain received refracted acoustic rays, and/or can cause more energy
to diffract around the seamount peaks, strengthening certain received refracted acoustic
rays.
Ray tracing is an acoustic modeling technique which accounts for propagation along a
specific geometric path, solving the eikonal and first transport equations. A Fresnel tube
specifies a region about an eigenray containing paths connecting the source and receiver,
where the difference in path length is less than A/4; this is based on Huygens's Principle
which states that every point on an advancing wavefront acts as a source. Ray tracing
neglects the Fresnel tube region of acoustic energy. If an obstacle, such as a seamount,
blocks the eigenray but does not completely block the Fresnel tube, acoustic energy will
still be received.
Assuming line-of-sight propagation, the radius of the Fresnel tube/zone is determined
using
nADjD2
F , = D 2  (6.2)D1 + D2'
where n is the Fresnel zone number, Di is the range from the source, and D2 is the range from
the receiver. As an approximation, Eq. 6.2 suggests that the sound paths between SPICEX
source S2 and the Elvis Seamount, for a receiver range of 500 km, have a Fresnel tube radius
of about 634 m at the seamount peak; however, the BASSEX experimental results suggest a
Fresnel zone of 5-10 km. Numeric results presented in Rypina and Brown [63], for a 100 Hz
source and 500 km typical ocean environment, with Garrett-Munk internal waves, show the
3 Ray chaos in range-dependent underwater acoustics was first reported by Palmer et al. [64], who sug-
gested that acoustic ray paths in range-dependent deterministic ocean environments will have chaotic be-
havior with exponential sensitivity in range to initial conditions, such as launch angle.
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Fresnel zone width to be approximately 10 km. The SPICEX source transmitted at 250 Hz,
which should theoretically, using Eq. 6.2, reduce the size of the Fresnel tube by about 0.6;
this implies a tube width of about 6 km, which is consistent with BASSEX results.
6.3 Analysis of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex
Forward-Scattered Fields
This section analyzes measured acoustic arrival patterns from data gathered inside the
forward-scattered fields of the Kermit-Roosevelt and Elvis Seamounts. Measured results
will be compared with numeric simulations using RAY and RAM acoustic model results
generated by Hyun Joe Kim of MIT.
Figures 6-7(a) and 6-7(b) show the range-stacked normalized, beamformed, pulse com-
pressed acoustic time series taken from 93 recordings measuring SPICEX m-sequence signals
from SPICEX source S1 and S2, respectively. The figures also show ray trace results, for
a flat-bottom ocean, generated by Edward Scheer of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute;
red dots indicate acoustic ray arrivals. The curved ray patterns indicate refracted rays, and
the sparse, late arrival rays indicate bottom-reflected rays. Reduced time4 is used for a
1500 m/s reference sound speed.
The measured data and ray-trace results show good agreement in terms of arrival time
for open-ocean propagation; however, DAQ timing errors make a quantitative measure of
arrival time agreement difficult to attain. Also, time series are difficult to compare with ray
trace results behind the seamounts due to bathymetric scattering; acoustic arrival patterns
in these regions will be rigorously investigated in Sections 6.4-6.6.
The acoustic rays appear to arrive earlier than expected for SPICEX source S1 recep-
tions, and later for SPICEX source S2 receptions. Early arrival times for the SPICEX
source S1 receptions are attributed to sound velocity profile uncertainty along the sound
path. Late arrival times for the SPICEX source S2 receptions are attributed to a DAQ
random start time error between 0-0.25 sec.
4 Reduced time is useful for comparing arrival patterns at different ranges by removing the time shift
associated with the difference in path length.
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Figure 6-7: Range-stacked acoustic time series (blue) for 93 SPICEX receptions and ray
trace results (red). Acoustic pressure is normalized and seamount ranges are given with
respect to the source.
6.3.1 Acoustic Shadowing by the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts
This section demonstrates the formation of convergence zones and acoustic shadowing in the
forward-scattered field of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts. SPICEX sources transmitted
2.5 min m-sequences every hour during the experiment. The tow ship traveled throughout
the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamout Complex during the experiment, providing a spatially-sparse
sampling of the acoustic scatter field at a depth of about 280 m. Figure 6-8 shows the ship
tracks during the experiment on top of a bathymetry contour map where acoustic data
were gathered. Tracks 1, 2, 3, and 5 are used to measure the shadow zone regions of the
Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts, and Track 4 is used to measure the width of the perturbation
zone behind the seamounts.
Acoustic shadowing and the formation of convergence zones in the forward-scattered
fields of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount can be demonstrated using the measured peak
acoustic pressure level of transmissions from the SPICEX sources. Figures 6-9 and 6-10 show
the measured peak acoustic pressure in the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex, derived
from beamformed, pulse compressed data. Test station locations are indicated using black
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Figure 6-8: Ship Tracks inside the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex during the BAS-
SEX experiment. Bathymetry is given in km.
crosses, the location of the two seamounts are indicated with green-blue circles, and the
general direction of sound propagation from the source is indicated with arrows. Pressure
levels are linearly interpolated where data is unavailable using the Delaunay triangulation
algorithm, which is implemented by Matlab's griddata command.
Figure 6-9 shows the measured peak acoustic pressure from SPICEX source Sl; very few
samples of the Elvis Seamount forward-scattered field are available. This figure shows that
convergence zones form in the forward-scattered field of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount,
along Track 1, with acoustic pressure fluctuations of about 20 dB, relative to the ambient
levels. There were no ship tracks perpendicular to the direct propagation path, and therefore
the width of the acoustic shadow zone behind the seamount cannot be determined from
this figure. Test stations behind the Elvis Seamount, located in the forward-scattered field,
indicate acoustic shadowing of about 20 dB.
Figure 6-10 shows the measured peak acoustic pressure from SPICEX source S2. This
figure shows that convergence zones form in the forward-scattered fields of both seamounts
along Tracks 3 and 5, and acoustic pressure fluctuations are about 35 dB and 30 dB in the
Kermit-Roosevelt and Elvis Seamount forward-scattered fields, respectively.
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Figure 6-9: Measured peak sound level received from SPICEX source 1.
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Figure 6-10: Measured peak sound level from SPICEX source 2.
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6.3.2 The Width of the Forward-Scattered Fields
This section shows that the acoustic forward-scattered fields span the projected base width
of the two seamounts, as was stated by Eskenazi [29] and Ebbeson and Turner [10]. Figure 6-
11 shows the test station locations along Track 4 and the bathymetry contours of the
seamounts between 0 and 4 km; these test stations are used to measure the width of the
forward-scattered field.
Figure 6-12 shows the measured, normalized acoustic pressure for each test station along
Track 4 overlayed on top of ray trace results (red dots). Complete acoustic shadowing of
steep angle acoustic rays between 3.9-4.2 sec is observed in the forward-scattered field behind
the Elvis Seamounts at test stations 26723-26801. The measured acoustic perturbation zone
is bounded by the projected width of the Elvis Seamount at a depth of about 3 km. Partial
acoustic shadowing of steep angle acoustic rays of about 15 dB is observed at test stations
26716-26718 behind the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount, spanning the projected width of the
seamount at a depth of about 4 km.
The ability to observe steep acoustic rays depends on the range of the receiver from the
source. If the observable steep acoustic rays are those which dive below 3-4 km at the range
of the seamount they will be completely cutoff; however, if the rays only graze the seamount
they will appear attenuated (i.e., Fresnel tube cutoff). The test stations behind the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamount are about 50 km from the peak; therefore, the steep acoustic rays at
these test stations should be in the upper-water column at the range of the seamount slope,
where they pass with little attenuation. On the contrary, the test stations behind the Elvis
Seamount are about 80 km from the peak; the steep acoustic rays at these test stations
should therefore be in the lower-water column at the range of the seamount, where they are
cutoff.
6.3.3 Acoustic Ray Amplitude Variations
Every m-sequence SPICEX transmission contained 11 m-sequence signal periods, which
can be averaged together at the receiver assuming adequate phase coherence; however, the
phase of received m-sequence periods is highly sensitive to variations in array velocity and
sensor position, as well as acoustic ray angle-of-arrival. The following example shows the
phase variation of three acoustic rays in BASSEX record jd26807314 Spice, gathered behind
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Figure 6-13: Phase variation of acoustic rays in BASSEX data record jd26807314Spice.
the Elvis Seamount inside a convergence zone; this data is processed using the algorithm
presented in Fig. 4-3.
Figure 6-13(a) shows the measured acoustic arrival pattern for the first m-sequence
period, which contains several reflected acoustic rays. Three acoustic rays with similar
arrival angles are investigated, labeled RAY#. Figure 6-13(b) shows the phase of the
acoustic ray amplitude at each period for the three acoustic rays; a linear 0.7 phase shift per
period was removed to emphasize non-linear phase variations. The phase variations in the
acoustic ray amplitudes are highly non-linear, and therefore difficult to remove without more
accurate information about the array. An experiment with fixed receiver and/or precise
receiver positioning capability is required to accurately measure acoustic ray amplitude
temporal statistics.
A Matlab program was developed to incoherently average the acoustic arrival patterns
for each SPICEX reception. Incoherent averaging is used to avoid errors caused by non-
linear phase distortion between periods. The program identifies the strongest acoustic ray
in the first period arrival pattern, and then searches for the same acoustic ray in subse-
quent arrival patterns. For most records, this approach is quite effective; however, human
intervention is required in cases where ray amplitudes vary significantly between periods.5
5 Ray amplitude variations between periods can be attributed to a number of factors: source amplitude
variability, natural variability, changing path lengths, array flexing, bottom-reflection, etc..
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6.4 The Elvis Seamount Forward-Scattered Field
The Elvis Seamount is a large, conical seamount in the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Com-
plex which shoals at 1300 m and has a 50 km base. On Julian day 268, during the BASSEX
experiment, measurements of SPICEX source S2 transmissions were taken with the FORA
towed hydrophone array inside the seamount's forward-scattered field. The tow ship began
the day approximately 100 km behind the seamount and traveled along the geodesic con-
necting the source and seamount peak. The speed of the array was approximately 4 knots
and acoustic measurements were gathered every hour. This section presents the processed
data recorded along Track 5 on day 268 and discusses the observed characteristics of the
forward-scattered field in relation to numeric simulations and previous work.
6.4.1 Test Station Locations and Bathymetry
Figure 6-14 shows the locations of the test stations used to measure the Elvis Seamount
shadow zone, the bathymetry of the seamounts, and the direct sound path between SPICEX
source S2 and the Hour 2 test station; test stations are named by the hour in the day during
which data was recorded. Figure 6-15 shows the three direct sound paths between the source
and Hour 2, 8, and 14 test stations, and Fig. 6-16 shows the bathymetry under each of these
sound paths. Clearly the tow ship did not follow the geodesic sound path connecting to the
Hour 2 test station, and as a result the bathymetry of the seamount peak between the test
stations and source changed significantly. Using RAM, simulated results did not show any
significant difference in the acoustic field inside the shadow zone for any of the bathymetry
profiles in Fig. 6-16. The sound path connecting the source and the Hour 2 test station are
used to generate simulated results in Section 6.4.5.
6.4.2 RAM Simulated Results
Broadband acoustic arrival patterns were generated using the Fourier synthesis method
and the RAM acoustic modeler to simulate measured acoustic data. Acoustic pressure is
generated at 821 frequencies between 200-300 Hz to create 8.192 sec time series at 1000 Hz
sample rate. There are numerous sound velocity profiles, measured with XBT's, available
along the geodesic connecting SPICEX source S2 and the receiver locations behind the
Elvis Seamount. A porous basalt homogeneous bottom profile is used to model the bottom
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Figure 6-14: Test station locations during day 268.
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Figure 6-15: Direct sound paths for Hour 02, 08, and 14 during day 268.
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Figure 6-16: Bathymetry along the direct sound path for Hour 02, 08, and 14 during day
268.
sediment layer, with compressional speed of 2200 m/s, density of 2.1 kg/m 3, and attenuation
of 0.1 dB/A, and an absorptive sub-bottom. Simulated PE and ray trace results are provided
by Hyun Joe Kim of MIT. 6
Figure 6-17 shows the RAM generated acoustic pressure time series inside the Elvis
Seamount shadow zone as a function of range from the source and reduced travel time. The
seamount peak is located 440 km from the source. Strong signal spikes, which appear in
groups of four, are ray groups that consist of refracted rays. Ray groups appear unaffected
by the seamount in front of the seamount, as backscatter in this region is not modeled by the
one-way RAM acoustic modeler. Figure 6-17 is a key tool for understanding and identifying
acoustic energy in the forward-scattered field. This figure shows the changes in the forward-
scattered field at many ranges, whereas the experimental results are only available every
5-10 km. These results give much more detail than ray trace results, which do not model
diffraction. In particular, this figure helps identify acoustic rays in the convergence zone
boundary regions where significant Fresnel tube cutoff/diffraction is observed.
Convergence zones appear as areas of strong acoustic energy inside the shadow zone.
The strongest acoustic energy inside the convergence zones consists of refracted acoustic
6Internal waves are not modeled in these results; however, while investigating the BASSEX data set,
RAM simulations which did model internal waves were used to understand and explain observed vertical
broadening of the arrival pattern finale region.
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energy, since there is no attenuation from bottom interaction. Reflected acoustic energy
is present with ray group structure similar to that of refracted acoustic rays, but with
time-delay, attenuation, and random perturbation. The time delay in the reflected rays,
relative to nearby refracted rays, can be attributed to the additional time spent in shallow
waters, which are slower, and the high variability in pressure level is attributed to the
irregular bathymetry. In range, each major convergence zone is comprised of a region
of strong refracted energy followed by a region of reflected energy. The refracted and
reflected acoustic convergence zones appeared in the upper-water column with about 50 km
periodicity. Strong reflected energy first appears in the shadow zone about 450 km behind
the seamount peak, and strong refracted energy first appears at 475 km.
6.4.3 Measured Peak Acoustic Pressure
Figure 6-18 shows the measured and RAM simulated peak acoustic pressure levels at each
test station in the Elvis Seamount shadow zone. The red line indicates the simulated
pressure level, and the black indicates the measured pressure level; the errorbars indicate
minimum and maximum peak signal level for each of the eleven periods in the m-sequence.
The figure shows good agreement of acoustic pressure levels between experimental data and
simulated results. The Hours 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 test stations were located in convergence
zones containing strong refracted acoustic energy, Hours 7, 13, and 14 test stations were
located in convergence zones containing strong reflected acoustic energy, and Hours 6, 11,
and 12 test stations were located in acoustic shadow zones. Experimental results are weaker
than simulated results for Hour 10 because of significant Fresnel tube cutoff by the leeward
slope of the seamount, and experimental results are stronger than simulated results for Hour
5 because of Fresnel tube diffraction around the seamount peak. In the RAM results, smooth
regions are associated with strong refracted energy and "jittery" regions with reflected
acoustic energy. Acoustic fluctuations of about 30 dB are observed in the experimental
data between measurements taken at the Hour 12 and 15 test stations.
6.4.4 Ray Trace Results
The RAY ray trace modeling program is used to generate a set of observable eigenrays 7
at a given range and depth to identify and describe measured acoustic rays. Eigenrays are
7 Eigenrays are the sound paths which connect the source and receiver.
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Figure 6-17: Acoustic pressure time series in the Elvis Seamount shadow zone. Test station
and seamount peak ranges are indicated. Pressure is plotted in dB re 1lpPa.
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designated with an identification number, followed by the number of turning points, and
a +/- to indicate the upwards/downwards launch direction of the ray. The descriptors re-
fracted (R), bottom-reflected (BR), or surface-reflected bottom-reflected (SRBR) are given
to indicate any interaction with the surface and bottom bathymetry. A smoothed sound
velocity profile was used to provide a bounded second derivative, and specular reflection is
used to model bottom interaction.
Table 6.1 provides the refracted and reflected acoustic rays measured at each test station
with the hydrophone array identified using RAY simulated results. The table shows that
the forward-scattered field of the Elvis seamount is divided into refracted and BR-reflected
convergence zones. SRBR energy is present throughout the shadow zone, and received
results are difficult to reconcile with the ray trace simulations.
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Table 6.1: Results of investigation of ray arrivals for Julian day 268.
Range arrival- Refracted ray arrivals at arrival- Reflected ray arrivals at
(km) angle (deg) receiver propagation path angle (deg) receiver propagation path
520.2 20 - 4 0 23-R 80-190
24+R
25+R
514.0
507.4
500.5
493.2 60-130
486.0 10-80
478.6
463.2
455.5
1-120 21-BR
23-BR
24+BR
22+BR
21+BR
20+BR
17-R
18+R
19+R
20-R
21+R
19-R
20-R
21-R
21+R
22-R
20+R
20+R
10_-9
448.3
18-BR
19-BR
20+BR
21-BR
19+BR
18-BR
21-BR
22+BR
20+BR
18+BR
19+BR
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6.4.5 Measured Acoustic Arrival Patterns
The following subsections will present the experimental data and simulated results for each
test station along Track 5. Each subsection provides a description of the available data
for each test station, labeled Hours 2-15. RAM, RAY, and BASSEX results are given as
a function of angle-off-endfire and reduced travel time. RAM results are generated using
the Bartlett beamformer, and BASSEX results are generated using the MPDR beamformer
specified in Table 4.1. BASSEX data were processed using the algorithm given in Fig. 4-
3, and an incoherent average was taken over the 11 m-sequence periods. The RAM and
BASSEX results have a dynamic range of 30 dB.
Every subsection includes a table which describes each ray group identified in the ex-
perimental results. The acoustic ray groups are identified where possible, the identity and
angle-of-arrival of individual rays inside the ray groups are given for measured and simulated
data, and a comment is provided to describe the rays.
Hour 4
Data set jd268043348Spice was recorded in the second convergence zone in the Elvis
Seamount's forward-scattered field. Figure 6-19(a) shows RAY results generated using
measured bathymetry and sound velocity. Figure 6-19(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simu-
lated arrival pattern, and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.2 gives a discription
of the individual ray groups identified in Fig. 6-19(b).
Ray trace results show three refracted rays present in this arrival pattern and several
late arriving, steeper SRBR rays. Both RAM and BASSEX results show two strong rays
consistent with the arrival angle and time predictions for refracted rays in RAY results; the
2:25+ and 3:24+ rays are probably overlapped, and therefore not separable. Both RAM
and BASSEX results are consistent in ray amplitude. Results show two faint, steep rays
at 3.25 sec which are part of a refracted ray group believed to contain limiting rays which
are partially cutoff by the seamount's leeward slope, due to a larger than expected Fresnel
tube width.
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Table 6.2: Hour 4 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RA Y (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 (1st ray) NA 7.0 refracted, weakened by Fresnel cutoff - leeward slope
(2 nd ray) NA 8.0 refracted, weakened by Fresnel cutoff - leeward slope
2 23-R -3.0 7.0
24+R 2.6 6.5
25+R +2.0 7.0
3 NA NA - shallow, refracted
Hour 5
Data set jd268053230Spice was recorded in the shadow zone caustic of the second con-
vergence zone in the Elvis Seamount's forward-scattered field. Figure 6-20(a) shows RAY
results generated using measured bathymetry and sound velocity. Figure 6-20(b) shows
the eigenrays, RAM simulated arrival pattern, and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Ta-
ble 6.3 gives a discription of the individual ray groups identified in Fig. 6-20(b).
RAY results show several SRBR rays present at this location. The RAM and BASSEX
results both show what appear to be strong refracted limiting rays which are due to partial
Fresnel tube diffraction around the seamount peak. The ray groups in the BASSEX results
at 3.25 and 3.40 sec are well correlated with RAM in arrival angle and time; the observed
amplitudes of these rays are higher than RAM results, possibly indicating significant en-
vironmental variability. BASSEX results show ray groups between 3.50-3.70 sec which are
not clearly explained by simulated results, but are attributed to finale region broadening.
SRBR rays at 4.00 and 4.20 sec in the RAM results are present in the BASSEX data at the
correct arrival angle and time, but are very faint and difficult to discern in this figure.
Table 6.3: Hour 5 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RAM (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 (Ist ray) 0.0 6.5 reflected off windward slope
(2 nd ray) 0.0 5.5 reflected off windward slope
2 (ist ray) 0.0 7.0 refracted, atributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
(2 nd ray) 0.0 6.5 refracted, atributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
3 (18t ray) 0.0 7.0 refracted, atributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
(2 "d ray) 0.0 7.0 refracted, atributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
4 NA NA - refracted, enhanced by Fresnel tube diffraction
5 NA NA shallow, refracted
6 NA NA SRBR
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Hour 6
Data set jd268062159KauaiSpice was recorded in the shadow zone between the first and
second convergence zone in the Elvis Seamount's forward-scattered field. Figure 6-21(a)
shows RAY results generated using measured bathymetry and sound velocity. Figure 6-
21(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simulated arrival pattern, and BASSEX measured arrival
pattern. Table 6.4 gives a discription of the individual ray groups identified in Fig. 6-21(b).
RAY results show one BR acoustic ray and several SRBR acoustic rays. Acoustic rays
in the time range 2.30-2.50 sec are not accounted for by RAY because this test station
contains mostly limiting reflected acoustic rays. Strong engine noise at 18 deg lowers the
SNR of the acoustic rays above 10 deg. There are two reflected ray groups present in the
time ranges 2.40-2.60 sec and 2.70-3.10 sec. The first ray group arrives at the highest angle,
and is consistent with RAM results in arrival angle, time, and amplitude. The second
ray group does not reconcile with RAM as well as the first ray group, and is attributed
to environmental uncertainty and Fresnel tube cutoff. Several SRBR rays are observed
between 4.00-5.00 sec, but are difficult to reconcile with RAM or RAY results.
Table 6.4: Hour 6 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RAM (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 (1 s t ray) 15.5 16.0 reflected off windward slope
(2 nd ray) 10.0 6.0 reflected off windward slope
(3 rd ray) 15.5 15.5 reflected off windward slope
(4 th ray) 10.5 6.5 reflected off windward slope
2 NA NA b-r, attributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
3 NA NA reflected off windward slope
4 NA NA reflected off windward slope
5 NA NA SRBR
Hour 7
Data set jd268073141Spicea was recorded in the first convergence zone in the Elvis Seamount's
forward-scattered field. Figure 6-22(a) shows RAY results generated using measured bathymetry
and sound velocity. Figure 6-22(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simulated arrival pattern,
and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.5 gives a discription of the individual ray
groups identified in Fig. 6-22(b).
RAY results show several BR and SRBR acoustic rays at this location. BR acoustic rays
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in the RAY results between 2.50-3.50 sec correlate well with RAM and BASSEX results.
RAM and RAY results show three ray groups in the time ranges 2.40-2.80 sec, 3.00-3.20 sec,
and 3.35-3.50 sec. Low SNR makes resolution at higher angles difficult because of the
presence of engine noise at 18 deg, and there appears to be a delay in the BASSEX results
of approximately 0.15 sec due to DAQ error. The ray group during time 3-3.2 sec in the
RAM results is correlated with the ray group during time 3.25-3.35 sec in the BASSEX
results. The ray group during time 3.35-3.40 sec in the RAM results is correlated with
the ray group during time 3.40-3.50 sec in the BASSEX results. The first ray group is the
steepest of the three, and the first ray [in the first ray group] appears to be missing from
the observed arrival pattern. Acoustic ray amplitudes in the RAM results agree with those
in the BASSEX results.
Table 6.5: Hour 7 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RAY (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 20+BR -7.5 10.5 reflected off windward slope
21+BR +3.5 8.5 reflected off windward slope
2 NA NA - attributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
3 21-BR -4.5 7.5 reflected off windward slope
22+BR -3.0 NA reflected off seamount peak
4 NA NA
5 23-BR -11.0 7.0 reflected off windward slope
24+BR -8.5 7.0 reflected off windward slope
Hour 8
Data set jd268083141Spice was recorded in the first convergence zone in the Elvis Seamount's
forward-scattered field. Figure 6-23(a) shows RAY results generated using measured bathymetry
and sound velocity. Figure 6-23(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simulated arrival pattern,
and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.6 gives a discription of the individual ray
groups identified in Fig. 6-23(b).
RAY results show five refracted, one BR, and two SRBR acoustic rays in the arrival
pattern at this location. RAY, RAM, and BASSEX refracted ray results all show agreement
with arrival angle, time, and amplitude. Acoustic rays are observed during 3.0-3.50 sec in
the BASSEX results, which are probably caused by internal wave and ray chaos effects. Ray
20-BR does not appear in experimental results because of the bathmetry change between
Hour 2 and 14. Reflected rays at 2.50 and 2.60 sec in the RAM results are not present in
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the RAY or BASSEX results, and are attributed to environmental uncertainty.
Table 6.6: Hour 8 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RAY (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 17-R -13.5 13.5
18+R -12.0 12.0
19+R +12.0 11.0
2 20-R +7.5 7.5
21+R +6.5 8.5
3 NA NA - shallow refracted rays
Hour 9
Data set jd268093141Spice was recorded in the first convergence zone in the Elvis Seamount's
forward-scattered field. Figure 6-24(a) shows RAY results generated using measured bathymetry
and sound velocity. Figure 6-24(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simulated arrival pattern,
and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.7 gives a discription of the individual ray
groups identified in Fig. 6-24(b).
RAY results show six refracted acoustic rays and several SRBR rays. The BASSEX
results contain two refracted ray groups during 2.75-3.00 sec and 3.10-3.30 sec. The RAY,
RAM, and BASSEX results all show good agreement in arrival angle and time, with re-
spect to the refracted acoustic rays. Observed ray amplitudes appear lower than RAM
results by about 6 dB; this is attributed to Fresnel tube cutoff by the leeward slope of the
seamount. SRBR acoustic energy during 3.50-5.50 sec shows fair agreement in RAY, RAM,
and BASSEX results in terms of relative steepness and arrival time of acoustic rays, but
rays are difficult to conclusively resolve due to low SNR and environmental randomness.
Both RAM and BASSEX results show a limiting ray at 2.40 sec and 10 deg, which RAY
does not predict.
Hour 10
Data set jd268102119KauaiSpice was recorded in the caustic of the first convergence zone
in the Elvis Seamount's forward-scattered field. Figure 6-25(a) shows RAY results gener-
ated using measured bathymetry and sound velocity. Figure 6-25(b) shows the eigenrays,
RAM simulated arrival pattern, and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.8 gives a
discription of the individual ray groups identified in Fig. 6-25(b).
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Table 6.7: Hour 9 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RA Y (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 NA NA - enchanced by Fresnel tube diffraction
2 19-R -7.5 8.0 weakened by Fresnel tube cutoff
20-R +7.0 6.5 weakened by Fresnel tube cutoff
20+R -6.0 8.0 weakened by Fresnel tube cutoff
21+R +6.0 7.0 weakened by Fresnel tube cutoff
3 22-R +1.0 7.0 weakened by Fresnel tube cutoff
21-R -1.0 7.0 weakened by Fresnel tube cutoff
4 NA NA - shallow refracted, bottom-reflected, SRBR
RAY results show one refracted ray in the arrival pattern and several SRBR rays. The
refracted ray is visible in the RAY, RAM and BASSEX results and shows good agreement
in arrival angle and time; the ray amplitude is about 10 dB weaker, suggesting Frenel tube
cutoff by the leeward slope of the seamount. Limiting rays appear in the BASSEX and
RAM results during 2.25-2.50 sec, which is not visible in the RAY results. Observed SRBR
acoustic rays at 3.80 sec are well correlated with RAM in arrival angle and time.
Table 6.8: Hour 10 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RAY (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 (ist ray) NA 9.5 attributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
(2 nd ray) NA 9.5 attributed to Fresnel tube diffraction
2 20+R -5.0 9.0 weakened by Fresnel tube cutoff
3 NA NA - shallow refracted, bottom-reflected, SRBR
4 NA NA shallow refracted, SRBR
Hour 11
Data set jd268113141Spice is not offered because no signal could be identified. This location
is in the deepest part of the first shadow, and the lack of signal reception is not unexpected.
Hour 12
Data set jd268123222Spice was recorded in the first shadow zone in the Elvis Seamount's
forward-scattered field. Figure 6-26(a) shows RAY results generated using measured bathymetry
and sound velocity. Figure 6-26(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simulated arrival pattern,
and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.9 gives a discription of the individual ray
groups identified in Fig. 6-26(b).
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RAY results show several SRBR acoustic rays at this test station. RAM and BASSEX
show rays during 2.50-5.50 sec which steadily increase in arrival angle over time. The RAM
and BASSEX results show agreement in arrival angle, time, and amplitude. Strong engine
noise at 18 deg produces high sidelobes and reduces high angle arrival signal recognition.
RAY fails to clearly identify any of the observed ray arrivals. The ability of RAM to model
the observed rays is quite remarkable given the amount of seafloor interaction. Rays appear
to steepen in time because steep rays spend more time over the peak of the seamount in
slower sound speed waters. Steep, late arrival rays are less correlated with simulated results
due to higher bottom interaction and time spent in the more variable upper water column.
Table 6.9: Hour 12 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RAM (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 (1st ray) 0.0 7.5 SRBR
(2 nd ray) 0.0 8.0 SRBR
(3 d ray) 0.0 8.0 SRBR
(4 th ray) 0.0 7.5 SRBR
2 (1st ray) 0.0 8.0 SRBR
3 (1st ray) 11.0 8.0 SRBR
(2 nd ray) 11.0 8.0 SRBR
(3 rd ray) 11.0 8.0 SRBR
(4 th ray) 11.0 8.0 SRBR
4 (1st ray) 13.0 8.0 SRBR/arrived late
(2 nd ray) 13.5 8.0 SRBR/arrived late
5 NA NA SRBR
6 NA NA SRBR
7 NA NA SRBR
Hour 13
Data set jd268133222Spice was recorded in the first reflected convergence zone in the Elvis
Seamount's forward-scattered field. Figure 6-27(a) shows RAY results generated using mea-
sured bathymetry and sound velocity. Figure 6-27(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simulated
arrival pattern, and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.10 gives a discription of
the individual ray groups identified in Fig. 6-27(b).
RAY results show several BR and SRBR acoustic rays in the arrival pattern. The BR
acoustic rays in the RAY results are well correlated with RAM and BASSEX results in
terms of arrival angle, time, and amplitude. Two BR ray groups are visible in the observed
and simulated results during 2.30-2.60 sec and 2.90-3.25 sec. The BASSEX data show a
ray pair at 2.70 sec which does not appear in the RAM or RAY results, and is attributed
to Fresnel tube diffraction over the seamount and environmental uncertainty.
Table 6.10: Hour 13 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RA Y (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 18-BR +6.5 8.0 bottom-reflected off windward slope
19+BR +7.5 7.5 bottom-reflected off windward slope
2 NA NA - refracted, due to Fresnel tube diffraction
3 19-BR -1.0 8.0 bottom-reflected off windward slope
20+BR -3.0 8.0 bottom-reflected off windward slope
4 21-BR -2.5 8.0 bottom-reflected off windward slope
5 NA NA - shallow refracted
Hour 14
Data set jd268142200KauaiSpiceb was recorded in the caustic of the first shadow in the Elvis
Seamount's forward-scattered field. Figure 6-28(a) shows RAY results generated using mea-
sured bathymetry and sound velocity. Figure 6-28(b) shows the eigenrays, RAM simulated
arrival pattern, and BASSEX measured arrival pattern. Table 6.11 gives a discription of
the individual ray groups identified in Fig. 6-28(b).
RAY results show several BR and SRBR acoustic rays in the arrival pattern. The
reflected rays are initially shallow and become steeper with time. Ray groups visible at 3.00
and 2.25 sec in the observed results show good agreement with RAY and RAM results in
arrival angle and time. There is a ray group at 2.75 sec which is not explained using RAM
or RAY results; this ray group appears to be related to the unexplained ray group visible
in Hour 13, which was attributed to Fresnel tube diffraction. Reflected energy which is
present in the BASSEX data between 3.50 and 5.50 sec appears moderately correlated with
RAY and RAM results in terms of arrival angle and time. Bathymetry inaccuracy, shown
in Fig. 6-16, is the most likely cause of the discrepancy between simulated and experimental
results at this test station.
6.4.6 Conclusion: The Elvis Seamount's Forward-Scattered Field
The results presented in Section 6.4.5 give a detailed description of the measured and
simulated arrival patterns observed in the Elvis Seamount's forward-scattered field. RAY
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Table 6.11: Hour 14 for Julian day 268.
Group Ray # sim-RAY (deg) Measured (deg) Comments
1 18-BR +4.5 4.0 bottom-reflected/windward slope
17+SRBR -11.0 8.5 bottom-reflected/windward slope
18+BR -12.5 9.0 bottom-reflected/windward slope
19+BR +13.5 9.0 bottom-reflected/windward slope
19+SRBR +14.0 8.5 bottom-reflected/windward slope
2 NA NA - refracted/Fresnel tube diffraction
3 NA NA - refracted/Fresnel tube diffraction
4 20+BR -11.5 4.0 bottom-reflected/windward slope
21-BR -8.5 8.0 bottom-reflected/windward slope
22-BR -10.0 9.0 bottom-reflected/windward slope
5 NA NA - shallow refracted
and RAM results showed good agreement with BASSEX data for steep, refracted acoustic
rays, and for BR acoustic rays in terms of arrival angle and time. Acoustic rays in the shadow
zones consisted mostly of SRBR acoustic rays, and the results showed that acoustic rays
steepened with arrival time. Ray trace modeling was completely ineffective in predicting
SRBR acoustic ray arrivals due to the method's sensitivity to environmental uncertainty.
RAM results showed good agreement with observed SRBR acoustic ray arrival angle, time,
and amplitude in the deep shadow zones, especially for shallow, early arrival rays.
The measured location of shadow zone caustics varied significantly in range when com-
pared with RAY predictions, by as much as 5 km; this was attributed to Fresnel tube broad-
ening by natural variability in the ocean and partial Fresnel tube cutoff and/or diffraction
around the seamount peak. Acoustic pressure levels appeared within 10 dB of the RAM
predicted levels for all cases, except Hours 5 and 10 which were in boundary zones. The
convergence zones were periodic by about 50 km, and consisted of regions of reflected and
refracted acoustic energy.
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Figure 6-19: Acoustic pressure data from hour 4 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-20: Acoustic pressure data from hour 5 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-21: Acoustic pressure data from hour 6 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-22: Acoustic pressure data from hour 7 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-23: Acoustic pressure data from hour 8 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-24: Acoustic pressure data from hour 9 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-25: Acoustic pressure data from hour 10 of Julian day 268.140
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Figure 6-26: Acoustic pressure data from hour 12 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-27: Acoustic pressure data from hour 13 of Julian day 268.
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Figure 6-28: Acoustic pressure data from hour 14 of Julian day 268.
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6.5 The Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount's Forward-Scattered Field
- Day 264
On Julian day 264 during the BASSEX experiment, acoustic data from the FORA hy-
drophone array was gathered in the forward-scattered field of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount
for SPICEX source Si. This section will present the data gathered on day 264 and examine
the results using available RAM and RAY simulations.
Figure 6-29 shows the bathymetry and location of the test stations in the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamount's forward-scattered field on Julian day 264. Figure 6-30 shows the
measured and RAM simulated peak acoustic pressure levels at the test stations in the
forward-scattered field. The black line is the measured peak pressure level and the red line
is the RAM simulated pressure level. The seamount bathymetry is given on the bottom
of the figure for reference. Sound velocity measurements were very sparse along the direct
sound path to source S1 throughout the experiment. The figure shows that there is good
agreement in the locations of the convergence zones between the observed and simulated
data; however, without an accurate environmental model it is very difficult to interpret the
results from the BASSEX experiment. Figures 6-31(a) and 6-31(b) are offered as typical
examples of the available data for day 264; the simulated and measured arrival patterns
show significant disagreement in terms of the number, travel time, and arrival angle of
acoustic rays.
The results from Julian day 264 show that inaccuracy in the sound velocity profile model
can cause simulated arrival patterns to deviate significantly from observed results. Even
with inaccuracy in the sound velocity profile, the simulated and observed results show some
agreement in the location of the convergence zones formed in the forward-scattered field of
the seamount. Further study may be helpful in understanding the effect of environmental
inaccuracy on the location of convergence zones, considering that a tomography or com-
munication system operating at megameter ranges will most likely have inaccuracy in the
sound velocity profile.
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Figure 6-29: Test station locations during day 264.
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Figure 6-30: Peak signal level for Julian day 264 receptions: (black) BASSEX conventionally
beamformed data, (red) RAM simulation.
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Figure 6-31: Acoustic pressure data from hour 9 of Julian day 264.
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6.6 The Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount's Forward Scattered Field
- Day 267
On Julian day 267 during the BASSEX experiment, the forward-scattered field of the
Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount was measured, with respect to SPICEX source S2. Figure 6-32
shows the locations of the test stations on days 265 and 267 of the experiment. From the
figure it is clear that the data collected on day 265 does not lie along the geodesic sound
path plotted from the location of jd267083408Spice to the source. Also, several data records
from day 265 are very corrupt from DAQ error and array fluctuations. In this section only
the data gathered on day 267 from Hours 2-15 will be analyzed. Several sound velocity
measurements were taken along the direct sound path with XBT's.
Figure 6-33 shows the RAM simulated range stacked acoustic pressure time series for
the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount's forward-scattered field. The most notable differences
between the Kermit-Roosevelt and Elvis shadow zones is the additional reflected energy
convergence zone at 550 km.
Figure 6-34 shows the measured and RAM simulated peak acoustic source level inside
the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount's forward-scattered field on day 267. Experimental results
show a good agreement with the simulated data; only a small discrepancy appears at range
575 km, where the RAM code apparently overestimates the amount of reflected energy by
about 7 dB. Acoustic fluctuations were observed in the forward-scattered field of 0(18 dB).
The following subsections will analyze the data from each test station and compare
results with RAM simulated acoustic time series. The figures provide the (upper left)
bathymetry and the location of each test station with the direct sound path between the
source and receiver over the seamount, (upper middle) bearing-time response, (right) mea-
sured arrival pattern, (middle) measured acoustic time series , and (bottom) RAM simu-
lated acoustic time series. It is noted that without RAY trace results or beamformed RAM
results available, it is difficult to separate and identify the different ray arrivals observed in
the data.
sThe measured time series is determined by averaging the arrival pattern between 0-20 deg.
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Figure 6-32: Test station locations during day 265 and day 267.
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Hour 08
Data set jd267083408Spice was recorded in the second refracted convergence zone behind
the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount and results are shown in Fig. 6-35. Both the RAM and
BASSEX results show two distinct ray groups, starting at 3.00 sec [in the RAM time series].
The BASSEX results are delayed because of a DAQ randomly delayed start.
Acoustic rays with very low intensity are observed in the RAM and BASSEX results at
2.30 sec, and are associated with limiting rays. Acoustic rays during 3.60-4.00 sec consist
of reflected acoustic energy.
Hour 09
Data set jd267093408Spice was recorded in the second refracted convergence zone behind
the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount and results are shown in Fig. 6-36. Both the RAM and
BASSEX results show two distinct ray groups, starting at 3.00 sec [in the RAM time series].
The BASSEX results appear delayed because of a DAQ randomly delayed start.
The first and second rays in the first group appear partially cutoff by the seamount.
Weak early arrival acoustic rays are visible in the RAM and BASSEX results at 2.25 sec
and are associated with limiting rays. Acoustic rays during 3.60-4.00 sec consist of reflected
acoustic energy.
Hour 10
Data set jd267102333KauaiSpice was recorded along the boundary between the second re-
fracted convergence zone and the second shadow zone behind the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount
and results are shown in Fig. 6-37. The BASSEX results appear delayed because of a DAQ
randomly delayed start.
Both the RAM and BASSEX results show a distinct ray group at 3.40 sec [in the RAM
time series]. A weak ray group at 3.10 sec appears to have been partially cutoff by the
seamount. Early arrival acoustic rays appear in the BASSEX and RAM results at 2.25 sec,
and are associated with limiting rays. Engine noise is visible at 16 deg.
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Hour 11
Data set jd26711308Spice was recorded in the second shadow region behind the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamount and results are shown in Fig. 6-38. In the RAM results, a ray group
at 2.30 sec contains reflected rays. In the BASSEX results, ray groups at 3.20 and 3.70 sec
contain limiting rays, based on their structure and location in time relative to refracted rays
visible further out in range. The remainder of the rays in the observed pattern are mostly
BR and/or SRBR. Engine noise is visible at 18 deg.
Hour 12
Data set jd267123408Spce was recorded in the second shadow zone behind the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamount and results are shown in Fig. 6-39. At 2.25 sec [in the RAM time
series] a weak ray group is visible which is a reflected ray. In the BASSEX results, the ray
groups at 3.20 and 3.80 sec contain limiting rays because of their structure and location in
time relative to refracted rays visible further out in range. The remainder of the energy in
the observed pattern contains BR and/or SRBR acoustic rays.
Hour 13
Data set jd267133408Spice was recorded in the second reflected convergence zone behind
the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount and results are shown in Fig. 6-40. The arrival pattern
consists only of BR and SRBR acoustic rays, given the low intensity of the rays. Ray group
stucture is visible, and the early arrival rays are well correlated with RAM.
Hour 14
Data set jd267142333KauaiSpice was recorded along the boundary between the first re-
fracted convergence zone and shadow zone behind the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount and
results are shown in Fig. 6-41. The RAM and BASSEX results show agreement between
ray groups at 1.8, 2.7, and 3.2 sec in terms of arrival time. The ray groups which arrive
between 1.8 and 2.5 sec are limiting rays, and the rest are refracted rays. Several BR and
SRBR acoustic rays are present betwee 3.5 and 4 sec. The butterfly pattern visible in the
steeper arrivals is an artifact of MPDR beamforming.
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Hour 15
Data set jd267153408Spice was recorded in the first refracted convergence zone behind the
Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount and results are shown in Fig. 6-42. The BASSEX and RAM
results show good agreement between two refracted ray groups at 2.80 and 3.40 sec in
terms of arrival time. The faint ray group visible in the RAM results at 1.95 sec is not
observed in the BASSEX data, which suggests inaccurate environmental modeling. Also,
the BASSEX results appear expanded in time compared with the RAM results, which
again could be attributed to minor environmental mismatch. There are some additional
ray groups observed at 2.90 sec and 3.60-3.85 sec which are BR acoustic rays, and are not
visible in the RAM results.
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Figure 6-35: BASSEX data from hour 8 of Julian day 267.
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Figure 6-36: BASSEX data from hour 9 of Julian day 267.
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Figure 6-37: BASSEX data from hour 10 of Julian day 267.
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Figure 6-38: BASSEX data from hour 11 of Julian day 267.
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Figure 6-39: BASSEX data from hour 12 of Julian day 267.
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Figure 6-40: BASSEX data from hour 13 of Julian day 267.
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Figure 6-41: BASSEX data from hour 14 of Julian day 267.
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Figure 6-42: BASSEX data from hour 15 of Julian day 267.
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6.6.1 Conclusion: The Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Forward-Scattered
Field - Day 267
This section investigated the data gathered in the shadow zone of the Kermit-Roosevelt
Seamount on Julian day 267 during the BASSEX experiment. RAM simulated time series
were used to determine the accuracy of observed results and environmental modeling issues.
Reflected convergence zones were observed at lower acoustic amplitudes than RAM results
predicted, which could be the result of environmental uncertainty; i.e., the sound velocity
profile was measured along the geodesic connecting the source with test stations behind
the Elvis, not Kermit-Roosevelt, Seamount. Acoustic rays in the shadow zones behind the
Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount could not be identified due to a lack of beamformed RAM
data and ray trace results. BASSEX and RAM results showed good agreement in peak
pressure levels inside the refracted convergence zones and shadow zones. An assessment of
the accuracy of the RAM acoustic modeler is not offered here because simulated array data
and eigenrays were unavailable.
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6.7 Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Side Scatter LOAPEX Data
This section examines the available side-scattered acoustic data gathered during the BAS-
SEX experiment using the LOAPEX ship deployed source, which was located nearby the
SPICEX source S2. On Julian day 266, the FORA array was towed northeast of the Kermit-
Roosevelt Seamount on ship tracks perpendicular to the direct sound path. The LOAPEX
signals were approximately 1300 sec in duration with 44 periods. Significant data drop-outs
and low SNR in the seamount shadow zone motivated the use of the PS-PCML beamformer.
Data were processed using the process shown in Fig. 4-3.
Figure 6-43 shows the measured peak acoustic pressure, superimposed over bathymetry
contours of the seamount for reference, and test station locations and sound paths are
indicated. The bi-harmonic spline interpolation algorithm, presented by Sandwell [65], is
applied to interpolate the sparse data set. The figure shows three distinct acoustic shadow
regions. The Hour 0 and 6 test stations showed the strongest acoustic shadow at a level of
about 20 dB.
Currently there are no 3-D PE or coupled mode acoustic modelers available which can
efficiently simulate the broadband acoustic scatter field of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount of
0(600 km). Arrival patterns from test station recordings jd266005147L1000 and jd266015147L1000,
which show the most significant side-scattered acoustic energy, are presented to aid future
work; other LOAPEX data sets do not reveal any discernable side-scatter, and will therefore
not be presented in this thesis.
Hour 00
As the DAQ recorded jd266005147L1000, the array moved from deep shadow to a penumbra
region where direct 9 acoustic arrivals were observed. Figures 6-44(a), 6-44(b), and 6-44(c)
show the PS-PCML beamformed, pulse compressed time series from periods 5, 12, and 20
of the recorded LOAPEX transmission, and the location of the array over the seamount,
with angle off-endfire plotted for reference.
The observed arrival pattern changes significantly over the course of this reception
because of the relatively short distance between the array and the seamount, and the long
duration of the source transmission. The SNR increased steadily between periods 5-20,
9 Direct acoustic arrivals travel without reflecting off any surfaces.
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and the arrival pattern began to show characteristics of open-ocean direct acoustic arrival
patterns at this range, indicating a possible boundary between the deep shadow zone and
penumbra regions of the forward-scattered field.
Period 5 shows ray arrivals between 90 and 95 deg, which could either be direct or
side-scattered acoustic rays given their amplitude and angle of arrival. 10 The acoustic rays
which arrive above 95 deg are not realizable with direct path arrivals, and are therefore
associated with side-scattered acoustic energy. The location on the seamount surface where
the energy was reflected could not be discerned because of the conical ambiguity of the
array.
Hour 01
Figures 6-45(a), 6-45(b), and 6-45(c) show the PS-PCML beamformed, pulse compressed
time series from periods 5, 23, and 41 of the m-sequence for test station jd266015147100.
The results were gathered outside the "deep shadow region" and appear stronger than hour
00 results.
The observed data show three strong, direct arrival acoustic rays at 95 deg. There
are significant acoustic rays above 95 deg at about 85 dB which are associated with side-
scattered acoustic energy. It is suggested that the curved northwest face of the seamount
"funnels" acoustic energy to the receiver array at this location.
6.7.1 Conclusion: Kermit-Roosevelt Side-Scattered Field
The available LOAPEX data from the BASSEX experiment shows that side-scattered acous-
tic rays can emanate from the seamount with audible and significant signal strength, within
10 dB of the direct arrival signals. Results suggest that the shape of the seamount has
some effect on the amount of side-scattered acoustic data, and that to accurately deter-
mine the origin of the reflected energy, a different array geometry needs to be employed
in subsequent experiments, or a 3-D acoustic modeler must be used to corroborate these
experimental results.
This data set is the first presented which is processed with the modified PS-PCML
beamformer. The PS-PCML beamformer was chosen for improved resolution, low-biased
10The array was broadside to the direct sound path; therefore, rays will appear closer to 90 deg, with
increasing steepness for increasing acoustic ray arrival angle.
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power estimation, and robustness to snap-shot deficiency and data drop-outs. The most
significant disadvantage of using the PS-PCML beamformer is the height of the first side-
lobes, observed to be about -20 dB from the main lobe height, which can cause false alarms
when using a high dynamic range.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis described methods for measuring acoustic arrival patterns in the presence of
strong interference, and the use of those methods to investigate low frequency modal cou-
pling by the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts with data from the BASSEX experiment. This
chapter summarizes the specific contributions made by the research performed in support
of this thesis and the challenges encountered, and also motivates future work.
It was the underlying goal of this thesis to show that seamounts which shoal in the
SOFAR channel do not severely attenuate acoustic energy in long-range ocean waveguides,
which was answered in the affirmative. This thesis investigated two ocean seamounts which
shoal just below the minimum sound channel axis of the ocean and showed that a significant
amount of acoustic energy is able to pass over the seamount forming strong convergence
zones which eventually widen and fill-in the forward-scattered field. These results can be
generalized to seamounts with different characteristics - e.g., height, base radius, geoa-
coustic properties - which affect the structure of the scattered field. For example, taller
seamounts should create wider shadow zones in the forward-scattered field and have higher
modal coupling, and thus wider reflected convergence zones. Seamounts with wider base
radii should show less 3-D scattering in the forward-scattered field. More absorptive sedi-
ment in the sea floor should have weaker reflected convergence zones.
7.1 Forward-Scattered Field Investigation
A significant contribution of the work described in this thesis is a detailed investigation
of the forward-scattered fields of the Kermit-Roosevelt and Elvis Seamounts in the Pacific
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Ocean. Previous work has focused on flat-bottom acoustic propagation, and the transmis-
sion loss caused by seamounts. The data analysis presented in this thesis is the first to
specifically measure acoustic arrival patterns in the forward-scattered fields of seamounts
at long-range, using broadband pseudorandom sequence transmissions and a towed hy-
drophone array. An investigation of the forward-scattered field revealed that refracted and
reflected acoustic energy convergence zones exist in the upper-water column behind the
seamounts, and that environmental variability and diffraction strongly affect the location
of shadow zone boundaries.
7.1.1 Acoustic Shadowing
Acoustic shadowing in the forward-scattered field of the seamounts was measured in the
upper-water column of about 20 dB, relative to flat-bottom acoustic propagation, and
showed good agreement with RAM simulated results. High order mode blockage by the
seamount created strong convergence zones in the forward-scattered field consisting of re-
fracted acoustic rays which skipped over the seamount peak. Modal coupling, caused by
the seamount bathymetry, created convergence zones in the forward-scattered field which
were approximately 10 dB weaker than refracted convergence zones, and in some cases fill
the acoustic shadow zones.
7.1.2 Range-dependent Acoustic Modeling
Ray trace model results generated with RAY showed agreement with steep, refracted and
bottom-reflected acoustic rays in terms of arrival angle and travel time; however, simulated
results did not agree with observed surface-reflected-bottom-reflected acoustic rays in the
forward-scattered field due to environmental uncertainty and ray chaos [34]. Missing shallow
angle acoustic rays in simulated results are attributed to low acoustic ray code precision.
Parabolic equation approximation model simulated results, generated using RAM, showed
good agreement with most of the observed refracted and reflected acoustic rays in terms
of amplitude, travel time, and arrival angle, with the exception of steep SRBR and limit-
ing acoustic rays. Signal fluctuations of 30 dB were observed inside a seamount forward-
scattered field which agreed with simulated results.
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7.1.3 Measured Acoustic Noise
Acoustic noise was measured in the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount Complex from distant ship-
ping traffic, natural phenomena, propeller blade rate, and vibrations from shipboard motors
and compressors. The measured ambient noise field was correlated with wind measurements
gathered by a nearby weather buoy to show that wind contributed between 5-10 dB re
1pPa/JH acoustic noise throughout the experiment. Significant directional noise sources
in BASSEX hydrophone array data motivated analysis using adaptive beamformers.
7.1.4 Three-dimensional Scatter Field Investigation
This thesis also investigated the 3-D scatter field of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamount. Acous-
tic arrival patterns measured behind the seamounts along Track 4, which was perpendicular
to the direct sound propagation path, showed high-angle acoustic ray attenuation of about
15 dB for regions spanning the projected width of the seamounts at base depths between
3-4 km.
Two data records gathered over the top of the seamount were investigated and revealed
significant side-scattered acoustic energy; in one record, the towed array was observed
traveling out of the shadow zone of the seamount into the penumbra region during the time
of one 20 minute transmission. Observed side-scattered acoustic energy was approximately
10 dB weaker than flat-bottom propagation acoustic rays. The location from which the
observed side-scattered acoustic energy reflected off the seamount could not be determined
because of the conical ambiguity of the array.
In terms of future research, 3-D range-dependent acoustic models should be used to
verify these results. Currently, coupled mode and parabolic equation acoustic codes are not
sufficiently computationally efficient to handle complex bathymetry at the range scale and
acoustic frequencies used in the BASSEX experiment.
7.2 Physically Constrained Maximum Likelihood Beamform-
ing using Trigonometric Basis Functions
This thesis developed and implements an efficient PCML beamformer, which has low-bias
and is robust to snap-shot deficiency. The new PS-PCML beamforming approach mod-
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els the array spectral covariance matrix with orthonormal trigonometric basis functions
which mimic the array response to plane wave interference spanning visible wavenum-
ber space; using orthonormal basis vectors leads to an analytic formula for propagating
power terms, improving computational efficiency. Physical constraints are applied to form
a maximum-likelihood covariance matrix which is well conditioned and invertible. The PS-
PCML approach forms a Toeplitz covariance matrix, and differs from previous methods by
determining the maximum-likelihood sensor noise diagonal loading term, and by smoothing
the power spectrum which improves computational efficiency and equally weights all plane
wave interference across visible wavenumber space.
Simulated data reveals the following about PS-PCML performance: the estimated
wavenumber-power along the main-response axis has low sensitivity to sensor position per-
turbation than the Capon beamformer, the HPBW is about 50% the size of the Bartlett
beamformer, the method produces broad nulls in the beampattern, the array gain is 2 dB
higher than the Capon beamformer (0 dB diagonal loading) in the sidelobe region for a
spectral covariance matrix estimated with only two snap-shots, on average. When the num-
ber of snap-shots is less than 2N the PS-PCML beamformer has higher output SNR than
the Capon and Bartlett beamformers.
The PS-PCML beamformer was applied to real acoustic towed array data from the
BASSEX data set to determine its performance in complicated noise field environments.
The ultra-low frequency section of the FORA array was used, which consisted of 62 hy-
drophones with 3 m spacing. The measured resolution from the PS-PCML beamformer was
approximately 3.5 deg, which was approximately half that of the Bartlett beamformer. The
measured peak signal strength from the PS-PCML and Bartlett beamformers were approx-
imately equal throughout the reception; this demonstrated that the PS-PCML beamformer
has very low bias.
7.3 Challenges
The most challenging aspects of attaining the experimental results presented in this thesis
were array stability, DAQ malfunctions, and vibrational noise from the tow ship; these
issues should be addressed before a similar experiment is executed. In analyzing the data,
the conical ambiguity of the array made it difficult to separate upward and downward
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propagating plane waves, as well as horizontally separated rays. In the future, vector
sensors will likely be available which can separate plane waves in the horizontal and vertical
directions, but currently do not operate at low frequencies.
7.4 Future Work
One issue which was not addressed by this thesis is the temporal coherence of acoustic modes
in the scattered-field of a seamount. The temporal coherence of low order acoustic mode
amplitudes was determined to be about 5.5 min at 5 Mm ranges for relatively flat-bottom
propagation, as part of the ATOC experiment [8]. As part of future work, it would be of
interest to measure the temporal coherence of reflected acoustic energy inside the forward-
scattered field of a seamount at long-range; this work would likely require a fixed receiver
array with accurate sensor positioning capability. In particular, this thesis showed the most
significant deviation between experimental and simulated results occurs along shadow zone
caustics, and therefore these regions should be the focus of any future study of long-range
bathymetric modal coupling.
The investigation of the effects of the Kermit-Roosevelt Seamounts presented in this the-
sis focused on 2-D acoustic propagation in the upper water column and showed good agree-
ment between experimental and simulated results in the near forward-scattered fields. The
effects of horizontal diffracted acoustic energy in the forward-scattered field of seamounts at
long-range has still not been carefully investigated in the forward-scattered field and should
be the focus of future research; e.g., interference between horizontal and axial modes could
affect the location and intensity of convergence zones.
A test with an array which changes orientation fairly rapidly in time - e.g., a sensor
array on an autonomous underwater vehicle - would be useful to validate the PS-PCML
beamformer. Also, the PCML method could potentially be applied to vector sensor ar-
rays, which have much larger spectral covariance matrices and require more snap-shots, to
improve spatial resolution.
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Appendix A
Computing Technical Details
The research supporting this thesis was performed on an IBM-PC compatible computer
running the Fedora Linux operating system (http://fedoraproject.org/). The computer uses
a quad-core 2.2 GHz AMD Phenom central processor and 4 GB DDR2 system memory.
The computer programming language Matlab is used to process data and generate the
figures presented in this thesis. Matlab is a technical computing language used for numeric
computations and 2-D and 3-D visualization of data, and is produced by The MathWorks
(http://www.mathworks.com).
The Ocean Acoustical Ray-Tracing Software, or RAY, program, written in 1992 by
James Bowlin et al. [17] for the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, is used to reconcile
data from the BASSEX experiment. The RAY program is a ray tracer code that can handle
range-varying sound velocity profiles and bathymetry. Most notably, the RAY code smooths
sound velocity and bathymetry data between samples to eliminate false caustics.
The Range-dependent Acoustic Modeler, or RAM, is also used to simulate acoustic
propagation, and uses the parabolic equation and split-step Padd approximation method;
see Collins et al. [18], [19]. RAM was written by Michael Collins, of the Office of Naval
Research, for use by the Navy.
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Appendix B
Matched Filtering
Analysis of the experimental data assumes that sound propagation along ray paths is linear,
non-dispersive, and contains added white Gaussian noise. The optimal method for detecting
time of arrival is to use matched filters. Matched filters provide the best signal to noise
ratio (SNR) and highest probability of detection. The following algebraic analysis shows
that the matched filter is optimal in this circumstance.
The observed signal is the sum of the desired signal, s[m], and noise, n[m],
x = s + n. (B.1)
To determine the time of arrival in the presence of noise, the data must be passed through
a filter, yet to be determined. The output of the filter is
0o
y = h*x = hH = hHs + hHn. (B.2)
k= -oo
The signal to noise ratio of the filter output is
lhHs 2  hHs 2SNR = hH 2  hHS 2  (B.3)
E{lhHn12} hH Rnh)
where R, = E{nnH}. Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality reveals that
SNR =(R1/2 h)H(R -/ 2  2 S HR-s (B.4)
(R1n/ 2 H 1( / 2 h)
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To achieve the upper bound h must be chosen such that R 1/ 2 h = aRn-1/ 2 s. Therefore, the
optimal filter is
h = aRnls, (B.5)
where
1
a = (B.6)
/sH -l s
The additive white Gaussian noise assumption implies that R, is diagonal and a is a
simple scale factor. Since the amplitude of the Gaussian noise is unknown, the best matched
filter is simply the time reversed reference signal, h[m] = s[-m].
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Appendix C
Angle Correction Algorithm
Figure C-1: Array orientation
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S = orientation vector of incoming ray path, unit length
A = orientation vector of hydrophone array, unit length
x = the direction to the source
/ = measured angle (C.1)
,p = desired ray path angle
0 = array heading deviation from x-axis
0 = array pitch
x = sin 0 cos o
y = sin 0 sin o
z = cos 8
S [ sin0 0 cos
A [ sin cos sin 9 sin cos 8
ATS = sin 0 cos 0 sin f + cos 0 AIISI cos = cos - (C.2)
J = sin 0 cos 0 sin 3 + cos 0 cos p - cos - (C.3)
C.1 Processing Real World Data
Measured angles are determined using beamforming and matched filtering algorithms. The
heading to the source is determined using the GPS location of the ship and source, and the
WGS 1984 ellipsoid model of the Earth. The heading of the array is averaged between the
two magnetic sensors inside the array, bow and stern. Magnetic deviation is corrected given
the time and ship location, and the heading measurement is averaged over 11 samples. The
pitch of the array is measured using depth sensors in the bow and stern of the array. The
arc tangent of the difference in sensor depths divided by the length yields the pitch of the
array.
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C.2 Method for Finding Zero-crossings
In order to determine 3, the zero-crossings of J must be found. A simple version of the
bi-section technique can be applied here - finely sample 3 from 900 to 180' degrees and
search for any sign flips.
Often there will be two zero-crossings. /min is the value of 3 > 90' which produces the
minimum possible value of 7y. Values of 3 < 3 mi, can give the same 7 as values of / > 3min,
leading to multiple zero-crossings. The software developer must decide which zero-crossing
is appropriate to choose. (In this thesis, the greater of the two is chosen since most rays
arrive at angles higher than f3 min.)
C.3 Handling "Impossible" Angles
If the array is oriented along the x-axis, directly towards the source, 7 = 3 - 90' for
00 < 3 < 3600. If the array's heading is different than the source heading it is easy to see
that there are some values of 7y which cannot be achieved for any value of /3. For example,
if the array's heading were off from the source heading by 50, and there were no pitch,
min7y = 5. Adding pitch or having a heading difference greater than 900 complicate the
matter further.
These angles which cannot be achieved, these "impossible" angles, need to be accounted
for in the code used to correct for array position and orientation. Ideally the "impossible"
angles should be removed from the final output or pushed off to 00 degrees. The analytic
approach of determining the minimum possible value of -7 is to apply equation (C.2), and
then solve for '7. This leads to the expression
7min = arccos(sin 2 0 cos -+ Cos 2 0). (C.4)
Figure C-2 shows simulated values of /3, given -7, and corrected values of /3 given 7y using
the same Matlab code that was used in the thesis. The results show that the code handles
the measured angles as described above.
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Figure C-2: Angle correction simulation results.
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Appendix D
Spectral Covariance Matrix
Estimation
First, the array snap-shot is represented by the sequence xj [m]. The autocorrelation, or
autocovariance function since the sequence is zero mean, is given by
Cxxc[m] = El {x[m] * x*[-m} . (D.1)
The autocorrelation can be represented as the sum of a set of trigonometric functions,
determined using the discrete Fourier transform; i.e.,
2N
cXX [m] = pne j Tim
n=l
2N
n=1
The maximum-likelihood spectral covariance matrix, without using physical constraints, is
given by
SDATA = El[xxH]; (D.3)
this matrix can be represented in terms of the cross-correlation of sensor outputs; i.e.,
El(x[x[1[1]*) El(x[1]x[2]*)
E(x[2]x[1]*)
El(x[N] [1]*)
El (x[l]x[N]*)
EI(x[2]x[2]*)
... El(x[N]x[N - 1]*)
EI(x[N - ]zx[N]*)
E(x[N][N]*)
(D.2)
SDATA I
NxN
(D.4)
this matrix is centrohermitian, but not necessarily Toeplitz structured. The sampled covari-
ance matrix becomes Hermitian Toeplitz as the number of snap-shots, L, goes to infinity,
and can be expressed in terms of the autocorrelation sequence; i.e.,
czz [0]
lim SDATA = N~ x[-1]
L-oo c [-N 1]
N-i [1]
1
. N-1
... c[N - 1]
c I-1] _[] C NxN[1N -' NxN
The physical model for the covariance matrix is chosen to
and propagating plane wave noise covariance matrix; i.e.,
(D.5)
S = 21 + S,,.p (D.6)
To eliminate aliasing of the autocorrelation sequence terms in the covariance matrix, the
propagating power covariance matrix is defined by a 2N set of basis vectors as follows:
2N
sp2  Z p ,
n=1
(D.7)
2N
Sp2 = Pn
n=l
~D [1] 1 [1]
Dn [2] D [1]
QO[2N - 1]D*[1]
c5z[0
c [-1]1
cX [-2N + 1]
Scz[0]
Sprop - c [-1]
(Dn[1](I [2] .-.
On [2] (D [2]
On[2N - 1] 1[2N - 1]
c.. [2N - 1]
C~XX[0] 2Nx2N
... Xc[N - 1]
- NxN
CZZL1]
cXX140
C52[1]
C5 [0]
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be the sum of a sensor noise
Sp 2
2Nx2N
(D.8)
(D.9)
(D.10)
,n[1]0* [2N - 1]
The propagating covariance matrix can be represented in terms of the sampled covariance
matrix in the limit as L goes to infinity; i.e.,
N N-1
lim Sprp = SDATA 0
L-*oo
" 1
N
N-1
N- 1 2N
(D.11)
NxN
This is rather interesting in that the physically constrained covariance matrix estimation
approach results in the tapered ensemble spectral covariance matrix. Figure D-1 shows the
wavenumber-power spectrum of the taper matrix in Eq. D.11. The PCML covariance matrix
can never achieve the SNR performance of the Capon beamformer in the limit because of
the covariance matrix taper inherent to the method; however, when snap-shot support is
poor, the PCML approach results in a Hermitian Toeplitz matrix formed from physically
realizable propagating plane wave and sensor noise, and in many cases will have higher SNR
and less sensitivity.
smoothing function
o 0.4
E 0.30
Figure D-1: Smoothing in wavenumber domain
Eq. D.11.
from taper matrix; i.e. the second term in
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